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Briefs 
Weather 
Here comes the sun: 
Today, partly sunny with a 
high near 70. Mainly north- 
east winds 5 to 10 mph. To- 
night, mostly clear with a 
low in the upper 40s. 
Inside the News 
How much soda do I have 
to drink?: 
Thanks to permanent res- 
idents and University stu- 
dents, Bowling Green is 
winning the recycling war. 
Plastic pop bottles are now 
being converted into carpet- 
ing. 
□ See page four. 
On campus 
What parking problem?: 
The parking lots south of 
Founders Quadrangle and 
McFall Center will be closed 
this weekend. The two lots 
will close Friday night at 9 
p.m. and will be inaccessible 
through Monday, according 
to Stacie Schroeder, admin- 
istrative assistant of park- 
ing and traffic. The two lots 
will be striped this weekend. 
Students should remove 
their cars from those lots by 
Friday. 
Outside campus 
Man  accused  of  killing 
wife: 
MARIEMONT, Ohio - 
- Police charged an 82-year- 
old man with killing his 
83-year-old wife who was 
suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease and diabetes. 
Police in this Cincinnati 
suburb said they charged 
Carl Smith with the murder 
of Dorothy Smith, his wife 
of 59 years. 
Neighbors called police, 
who found the woman Tues- 
day with two gunshot 
wounds to the head. She was 
seated in a chair in a bed- 
room at the couple's home. 
Officers said they confis- 
cated a .22-caliber semiau- 
tomatic handgun at the 
house. 
Say goodbye to Norma 
Jean s dresses: 
NEW YORK - The white 
dress that billowed up to 
Marilyn Monroe's waist in 
"The Seven Year Itch" was 
stolen from a warehouse 
along with the skintight 
gown she wore when she 
purred "Happy Birthday" to 
President Kennedy in 1962. 
The break-in was dis- 
covered Monday when an 
employee of Anna Stras- 
berg, who owned the items, 
went to check on memora- 
bilia Monday, police said. 
Strasberg is executor of the 
actress' estate and the 
widow of Lee Strasberg, 
Monroe's acting coach. 
Strasberg put the value of 
the dresses and other 
Hollywood memorabilia sto- 
len at $10 million. 
Among the items missing 
were the sequined number 
Monroe wore when she sang 
at Kennedy's birthday party 
at Madison Square Garden 
in 1962 and the white halter- 
top dress she had on when a 
breeze from a subway grat- 
ing lifted her skirts in an 
eyepopplng scene from the 
1955 movie "Seven Year 
Itch," police said. 
Also stolen were letters 
from Monroe and items col- 
lected from James Dean, 
Montgomery Cllft, Marlon 
Brando, Robert DeNiro, 
Paul Newman and Al Paclno. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Republicans offer health plans 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Republicans in Con- 
gress prescribed their own health care plans 
Wednesday, pitching them as easier-tc- 
swallow alternatives to President Clinton's, 
that would gradually cover all Americans 
without forcing new costs on business. 
House and Senate Republicans outlined 
separate packages aimed at making it more 
affordable for the uninsured to get cover- 
age. 
Clinton will officially propose his reform 
package in a speech to Congress next week. 
About 20 Senate Republicans are support- 
ing a plan by Sen. John Chafee, R-R.I., that 
aims to eventually force all Americans to 
purchase their own insurance. Poor people 
would get help through government vou- 
chers. 
The House GOP plan would require that 
companies offer workers access to plans but 
would not force businesses to pay for the 
bulk of the coverage. 
"We have not been drawing any lines in 
the sand," Chafee said. 
"We have not been saying this is non- 
negotiable. ...We do not think employer 
mandates are a good idea. Let's just see what 
happens," Chafee said. 
"We're here in the spirit of cooperation," 
Dole added. 
"There are some things we're going to 
agree on very quickly and some things that 
we might have to have conversations about," 
said Health and Human Services Secretary 
Donna Shalala She added that the White 
House appreciated "their willingness to 
work in a bipartisan manner toward health 
See Clinton, page four. 
Tkt BG Newi«r«lP*llcnik 
Grave Mistakes 
Phi Kappa Psl members Jeff Tucker (left) and Chuck Valot clean 
up Oak Grove Cemetary to restore the gravesltes on Wednesday 
afternoon. "It's really a shame people have such a lack of respect 
for the dead," Valot said. "I hope whoever did this gets caught." 
Cable 
may lose 
major 
networks 
byTara Stubbs 
general assignment reporter 
Cable subscribers may not be 
able to watch ABC, NBC or CBS 
if negotiations between Wood 
Cable and local TV stations are 
not completed by Oct. 6. That's 
the national deadline set by the 
1992 Cable Act for making deals 
that would allow cable companies 
to carry network affiliates. 
The act requires cable com- 
panies to seek permission from 
local stations such as Fox, CBS, 
NBC and ABC to include their 
stations in cable programming. 
In addition, the cable networks 
must now pay these local stations 
to include them. 
If the cable company has not 
finished negotiations with a net- 
work by the deadline, the net- 
work will not be included in the 
cable programming. 
So far, Fox has signed deals 
with Wood Cable but NBC and 
CBS have not. ABC officials 
could not be reached for com- 
ment. 
Larry Blum, president and 
general manager for WUPW in 
Toledo, a Fox affiliate, said nego- 
tiations with the cable company 
had been difficult but friendly. 
He said bargaining took between 
three and four months. 
David L. Zamichow, president 
and general manger for WTVG, 
an NBC affiliate, said the broad- 
cast network and Wood Cable are 
close to an agreement. He said he 
believes a deal will be made be- 
fore the Oct. 6 deadline. 
Zamichow said both sides are 
trying to keep viewers, but Wood 
Cable may suffer most because 
of the act because they now have 
to   pay   for   the   four   major 
See Cable, page four. 
Ohio may pay partial legal costs 
from staff and wire reports 
COLUMBUS - Wood County 
officials and the Ohio Bar Asso- 
ciation are backing a proposal 
that would require the state to 
resume paying half the legal 
costs for poor defendants. 
The plan also would give state 
and local public defender com- 
missions more control over how 
the  service  is  provided,  Ohio 
Public Defender James Kura 
said Monday. 
Backers hope to introduce the 
plan into the Legislature by mid- 
winter. 
The plan contains most of the 
recommendations from a Sep- 
tember 1992 report by the Ohio 
Task Force to Study Court Costs 
and Indigent Defense. 
The task force was formed by 
the Legislature at the urging of 
the County Commissioners Asso- 
ciation of Ohio. The commis- 
sion's members have complained 
about the state's steadily de- 
creasing share of the burden for 
indigent defense. 
"It's a money issue for 
counties," said Kimberly Craw- 
ford, a legislative associate for 
the association. 
Kathleen Culkowski, Wood 
County chief public defender, 
said she likes the plan. 
"I'm in favor of it," she said. 
"We're close to a crisis in indi- 
gent defense." 
Interest has prompted the 
formation of regional meetings 
to discuss the components of the 
plan. One meeting will be Sept. 
24, from 1 to 4 p.m. at the fifth 
floor of the Wood County Office 
Building, Culkowski said. 
In recent years the state's 
share has shrunk to 40, then to 
38.5 percent. Kura said one way 
the state could  come up  with 
more money is through auto title 
registration fees, because drun- 
ken driving cases and other traf- 
fic misdemeanors are a large 
part of public defenders' case- 
loads. 
Culkowski said the caseload of 
her office for those types of 
cases is significant. 
"DUIs are great [in numbers], 
and they are the most time- 
See Defend, page four. 
Arafat rallies support for 
peace treaty approval 
APPliwo 
The Associated Press 
TUNIS, Tunisia - Palestinian 
opponents of Yasser Arafat's 
fledgling peace deal with Is- 
rael pursued their campaign 
against it on Wednesday, hop- 
ing to overturn it by democrat- 
ic or violent means. 
Arafat returned to his Pales- 
tine Liberation Organization 
headquarters and called im- 
mediate meetings on how to 
rally support and heal the 
leadership rift. 
His return came two days 
after he signed the landmark 
peace treaty with Israeli Prime 
Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 
Washington. The accord grants 
limited self-rule to Palestinians 
in the Israeli-occupied Gaza 
Strip and the West Bank town 
of Jericho and sets up a time- 
table for expanding autonomy 
to other areas and negotiating a 
permanent agreement. 
Opponents consider it seri- 
ously flawed, complaining that 
it does not guarantee the crea- 
tion of an Independent state or 
the return of refugees and ig- 
nores the critical issue of the 
status of Jerusalem. 
Arafat scheduled meetings 
with senior aides to discuss the 
crisis, PLO officials said. 
He also was to call meetings 
soon of the PLO Executive 
Committee and the 18-member 
ruling Central Committee of 
his own mainstream Fatah fac- 
tion. 
"God willing, it will pave the 
way for similar peace accord 
on all Arab fronts," Arafat 
said. 
"It started with Palestine. 
Yesterday It was Jordan, and 
later on It will be Syria and Le- 
banon," he predicted. 
Two of the pact's staunchest 
opponents, George Habash and 
Nayef Hawatmeh, met in Tri- 
poli   with   Libyan   leader 
Moammar Gadhafi. Gadhafi 
has harshly criticized the pact 
and has said in a nationally 
televised speech that Libya 
"will not keep quiet about this 
mockery." 
Hawatmeh, a Jordanian, 
heads the Marxist Democratic 
Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine. Habash, a Palestin- 
ian Christian, leads the Popular 
Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine. 
The two Syrian-based groups 
are the biggest in the PLO after 
Arafat's Fatah 
Hawatmeh was reported to 
have been In Tunis two days 
earlier, seeking to forge an al- 
liance with Arafat's opponents 
in the PLO hierarchy. 
The two leaders already are 
allied with eight non PLO fac- 
tions in opposition to the 
U.S. -backed Middle East peace 
talks. PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat waves to Palestinian children singing 
the Palestinian natlona anthem on his arrival at Tunis airport Wednes- 
See PLO, page four. ** 
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Cable viewers 
may see static 
Do not adjust your television sets -- you may not 
like what you see. Or don't see, for that matter. 
The 1992 Cable Act, passed by Congress with 
hopes to lower cable rates and improve service, is 
also threatening to eliminate necessary channels and 
even raise costs -- and in Wood County's case, local 
network affiliates could be lost. 
Why you ask? Because ABC, NBC and CBS have 
yet to sign contracts with Wood Cable. What, no Da- 
vid Letterman? No Seinfeld? No local news to keep 
viewers informed? But never fear Beverly Hills 
90210 fans - at least Fox has signed on. 
Although the Cable Act sounds good in theory, it 
has been badly executed. Congress turned to the FCC 
to make this idealist television programing happen. 
The result was 500 pages of rules and regulations 
that affect each cable company's rates and most 
monthly billings. 
Another problem in this plan is making cable com- 
panies pay for network affiliates without adding on 
to rates to offer these local stations. And then it's 
compounded by letting the cable companies nego- 
tiate contracts and decide if they want to keep the 
stations for which they must shell out extra money. 
Perhaps Wood Cable doesn't think its viewers need 
to see the local news, or watch the three biggest 
networks, as long as its subscribers have C-Span 
everything will be O.K. After all, the company has 
already demonstrated that it is not willing to invest 
any money to make customers happy when the com- 
pany refused to bring back Cleveland-area CBS affi- 
liate Channel 8 WJW last spring. 
Wood Cable should be doing everything in its 
power to make sure the Toledo affiliates are part of 
their new schedule. Instead, the company is sitting 
around waiting for the networks to come to it. By do- 
ing so it is losing customers - a plight that no busi- 
ness can afford. 
It might just be us, but how exactly does failure (or 
extreme slowness) to renew contracts with the big 
three amount to adding stations? It seems that once 
again, over-regulation has caused more problems 
than it has solved. 
But, stations aside, what about the cost? A stu- 
dent's interest lies in the total cost of cable, not the 
individual channels they are receiving for their 
hard-earned money. And, if Wood Cable would con- 
sider any of this, they would realize that students 
probably give them a big chunk of their profits. What 
if we all decided to stop receiving cable services? 
Where would that leave the company? 
Students are a powerful interest group, especially 
when most adults are at work and unable to watch 
television, so Wood Cable should work to better our 
interests. After all, they need us. 
If prices skyrocket and local channels are not 
maintained, it would be doubtful customers will still 
want their MTV. 
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Pet peeves drive most crazy 
I hate people sitting near me in 
movie theaters who talk out loud 
and say really stupid things, as 
though they were sitting at home 
watching a dumb "Full House" 
episode with their brains stuck 
on the idiot setting. 
(Note: I do realize that "dumb 
'Full House' episode" is redun- 
dant.) 
I hate being forced to socialize 
with people I don't like and regu- 
larly avoid it more than Wilt 
Chamberlain avoids chastity. Es- 
pecially when they become even 
more unlikable after a few 
drinks, and I have to restrain 
myself from tampering with the 
brakes in their cars. 
I hate people who just sit there 
while their precocious, unruly 
brats terrorize every adult, pet 
and machine with levers within a 
10-mile radius. Until they get a 
clue, these people should each be 
sealed inside a tiny mobile home 
with 25 bored, hyperactive chil- 
dren who all have a sugar buzz. 
You have probably guessed that 
I'm really in a bad mood, and 
taking it out on you, my once- 
devoted readers. I certainly don't 
mean to. Only an hour ago I was 
cheerfully driving along the ex- 
pressway, thinking up all sorts of 
really lame humor to write in my 
continuing quest to entertain you 
and make you love me. 
Suddenly, there it was! It's one 
of my biggest pet peeves, and 
somehow it must have strayed 
from a roving pack of pet peeves 
foraging somewhere in the vicin- 
ity. It was The Driver From Hell. 
I know you're familiar with 
The Driver From Hell. He's that 
ungodly monstrosity wrapped in 
a seat belt, driving what amounts 
to a boat with fenders. You know. 
David Coehrs 
weekly columnist 
the one who drives in front of you 
just slow enough to irritate the 
grungy plaque right off your 
teeth but just fast enough to pre- 
vent your escape around his car, 
his turn signal blinking the whole 
way. 
For the next 10 years I was 
trapped behind The Driver From 
Hell, until in my blind rage I al- 
most was tempted to promote my 
sickly Dodge Omni to monster 
truck status and drive at an un- 
stable speed over the top of his 
car. I suppose that could be con- 
sidered a major infraction of 
highway safety regulations if you 
wanted to get prissy about it. 
Personally, I was thinking about 
how much pleasure I could get 
from ruining the Nu-Finish coat 
on his car by accelerating when I 
drove over the roof. 
Meanwhile, The Driver From 
Hell had managed to reduce the 
traffic flow behind him to a pace 
slower than your baggy old Uncle 
Merle out for his Sunday drive in 
the Easel. 
That's when I noticed a space 
opening up in the left lane. 
Now, I should have been enor- 
mously relieved, and somewhat 
ecstatic, at the prospect of bar- 
reling past The Driver From Hell 
at a speed even faster than my 
dad running to the freezer for the 
last Barney Ice Cream Fun 
Square (which he always hides 
under the breaded liver patties, 
since no one in his right mind 
would touch those without spe- 
cial industrial waste gloves). 
I was going to shoot by The 
Driver From Hell, slowing down 
long enough to give him my Irri- 
tated Driver Look. This look is 
usually so effective in angering 
the offensive driver that I really 
should have it patented and sold 
in automotive stores. It implies 
that I'm convinced he is der- 
anged and generally brain- 
damaged beyond any hope of 
successful rehabilitation. It also 
suggests that he should be locked 
away and forgotten within the 
confines of a sadistically- 
operated sanitarium somewhere 
deep inside the most heavily- 
forested region of Alabama. 
Yes, it was going to be luscious 
retaliation. Then The Driver 
From Hell moved into the left 
lane at the exact same time I did, 
using the wrong turn signal. 
If annoyance could be convert- 
ed to firepower I would have in- 
cinerated him and his car until all 
that the investigators could iden- 
Ufy were a few bone fragments, 
and maybe the faint aroma of a 
Barney air freshener that has 
been baked to a crackly crunch. 
I'm sitting here now, an hour 
later, wondering what I might be 
capable of if, say, I were to meet 
The Driver From Hell In a dark 
alley while returning from my 
Fundamentals of Machete 
Whacking class. 
My state of aggravation also is 
causing me to dwell upon my 
other pet peeves, which would 
total in the jillions if I didn't keep 
the males in separate cages. If I 
can remain in this terrible mood 
for awhile, I'll keep compiling 
my pet peeves Greatest Hits list. 
I was worried that I might be ob- 
sessing, but I was assured that 
this actually is normal human 
behavior for those under my as- 
trology sign. 
I hate waiting in a check-out 
line behind some dope with intel- 
lectual freezer-burn willing to 
die in the attempt to find a mis- 
placed discount coupon - a cou- 
pon probably still attached by a 
banana-shaped magnet to his re- 
frigerator. 
I hate people who use the 
grammatically-incorrect "I 
seen" in a sentence, when it's so 
blatantly obvious both audibly 
and visually that the two words 
are like doo-doo together. 
This gripe session was begin- 
ning to vent my anger in a really 
positive way. And I'm sure that, 
after a short time, I would have 
felt happy again inside and be- 
come obnoxiously huggy-kissy. 
But it just occurred to me that all 
this sniveling probably con- 
vinced you to drop this onto the 
restroom floor and look for more 
intelligent reading, like the 
"Wash Instructions" tag on your 
bikini underpants. 
Just for that, I hope The Driver 
From Hell is on the road with you 
today, his turn signal blinking the 
whole way. 
David Coehrs is the Columnist 
From Hell for The News. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
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The BG News: 
A few concerned and upset cit- 
izens would like to give a warn- 
ing to those students who are 
planning to move off campus in 
the near future. Don't rent from 
Greenbriar! 
We now realize that they are 
not as cracked up as they claim 
to be. 
For one thing, we have had a 
big problem with bees getting 
into our apartment. We called 
Greenbriar because the bees 
were getting in by means other 
than the door. 
The first day they did nothing, 
the second day we approached a 
repairman ourselves; we still had 
bees. Finally, only after a parent 
called, Greenbriar called the ex- 
terminator. 
It turned out we really had a 
problem. The building was full of 
hives and they were coming in 
through holes In the walls. Did 
they think It was our imagina- 
tion? 
For another thing, they tried to 
say we were in violation because 
we had our recycling bin (the 
same one we had to rent from 
Preservation Earth because 
Greenbriar won't allow the city 
recycling program In our com- 
plex) on our porch for pick up. 
However, other than that and 
the fact that there Is Insufficient 
parking for the amount of cars 
registered in the complex, and 
the fact that they are very un- 
sympathetic to any of our needs 
and concerns, and that they seem 
to get defensive every time we 
have a problem, everything Is 
fine. 
All we want Is to live in a safe 
and functional apartment. 
Michelle Carnef ix 
Senior 
Marie Koss 
Senior 
Kelly Lewis 
Senior 
The BG News: 
How Ironic that only one short 
week after the Mrs. Miller con- 
troversy, such an embarrassing 
and disgusting display of imma- 
turity and disrespect has oc- 
curred - vandalism In the Oak 
Grove Cemetary. 
As Mrs. Miller stated, "As 
natives of Bowling Green, [we] 
do not intend for a bunch of col- 
lege students to come in and de- 
molish what we have put up." 
Yes, that Is an assumption that 
the desecration of ISO plus grave 
markings was caused by college 
students. 
Being University students, it is 
with disappointment and embar- 
rassment that this assumption is 
made. However, what other 
group would have the physical 
strength and endurance for such 
a meaningless act of disrespect? 
The marble, granite and slate 
displays of remembrance are 
just material objects. It Is what 
these headstones stand for that 
makes them so significant They 
are symbols of respect, of love 
and dedication, honor and digni- 
ty. Quite the opposite of their 
van rials. 
Jennifer E. Wheaten Junior 
Karen ACudnlk 
Senior 
Natalie A. Kovach 
Senior 
■ 
The BG News: 
I am usually not motivated to 
do anything very spontaneous 
but I had to abandon my usual 
routine to respond to the egre- 
gious mistake made in last 
Thursday's edition of The 
Newsby sports columnist Russ 
Eckard. 
To his very prophetic announ- 
cement that the coach of the New 
York Giants, Ray Handly, is be- 
ing fined for a noose, I offer this 
bulletin: the noose was tied and 
the executioner did his duty in 
the spring. The Giants are now 
coached by Dan Reeves, former 
coach of the Denver Broncos. 
Russ, my friend, you really 
need to get your facts straight 
before you try to convince me of 
your opinion. Granted, knowing 
everything that has happened to 
every team in the NFC in the off- 
season is a sizable task. 
However, If you are going to be a 
successful journalist, or espe- 
cially an opinion writer, you 
probably ought to start honing 
your lackluster research skills. 
Kurt Gruner 
Graduate student       , 
Campus 
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Two USG districts 
lack candidates 
by Larlssa Hritsko 
student government reporter 
Students voted yesterday for 
Undergraduate Student 
Government district senators to 
represent them. However, two 
districts had no candidates offi- 
cially in the senatorial race. 
District Two, which represents 
McDonald Quadrangle and So- 
rority Row, and District Five, 
which represents Harshman 
Quadrangle, had no candidates 
for the vacant seats. According 
to Chad Luckner, USG vice 
president, two appointments 
would be announced today along 
with the other senatorial win- 
ners. 
Fall district senator elections 
do not attract as large a number 
of candidates as much as spring 
elections, Luckner said. 
"My goal for this election was 
first to have the largest number 
of candidates participate, but out 
of 60 petitions picked up, only 20 
were returned." Luckner said. 
Luckner said more emphasis is 
placed on the election of the 
president and vice president in 
the spring because their offices 
are more visible. 
USG President Jason Jackson 
said having no candidate run in 
District Two is alarming. District 
Five has had a problem finding 
candidates to run two of the four 
past years, he said. 
"My goal for this 
election was first to 
have the largest number 
of candidates 
participate, but out of 
60 petitions picked up, 
only 20 were returned." 
Chad Luckner, USG vice 
president 
"The area basically has a lot of 
first-year students who are just 
trying to get acquainted with the 
University. Therefore, it is diffi- 
cult to explain what USG's role is 
within the first two weeks of 
classes," Jackson said. 
Although students were noti- 
fied of the district seat openings 
through various means of advert- 
ising, many students still may 
have been unaware, Luckner 
said. 
One of the problems could have 
been in District Two with Sorori- 
ty Row because no advertise- 
ments were placed in individual 
sorority houses, he said. 
"It might have been more 
difficult for them [sorority house 
residents] to find out about the 
upcoming election since they 
might not stop by or eat in the 
residence halls where the 
majority of signs were," Luckner 
said. 
'Reverse racism7 merely myth 
Leaders say students should respect differences at University 
by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
It is often looked at as a health 
problem - a mental illness or a 
cancer - but no matter what it is 
seen as, many campus leaders 
agree that racism exists and is a 
problem. 
Although every person may 
have a different view of what ex- 
actly racism is, two University 
leaders agree it is the use of 
power against ethnic groups. 
Conrad Pritcher, co-chairman of 
the People for Racial Justice 
Committee and Matt Boaz, a 
member of the Racism and Re- 
duction Center, share the belief 
that white people cannot be vic- 
tims of racism. 
"Racism is the use of political, 
economical and social power to 
discriminate against a group of 
people based on their racial or 
ethnic background," Boaz said. 
Anyone who is a member of 
this group, which Boaz said does 
not include Caucasians, can be a 
victim, he said. 
Pritscher said although many 
people believe white people can 
be victims of racism, he does not. 
"Racism is the attitude and be- 
havior whereby a group of people 
with power negatively influence 
a group of a different race to the 
point where that group has less 
power and is diminished in some 
way," he said. "It is really a can- 
cer in our society." 
Pritscher said one example of 
racism in the past was slavery, a 
time when blacks were not per- 
ceived as humans but instead 
were viewed as animals. 
"They treated them like dogs," 
he said. "There are still people 
today who still believe they are 
not fully human." 
Although slavery is not around 
today, other forms of racism 
exist. 
"On this campus people of 
color are victimized by the 
system that has been established 
in the society," Boaz said. "Ar- 
ound here, people of certain 
colors can't get certain jobs [and] 
are looked at as subordinate in 
the classroom." 
Boaz also said many college en- 
trance exams are culturally 
biased with Caucasians doing 
well on the exams and African 
Americans scoring much lower. 
Undergraduate Student 
Government President Jason 
Jackson also believes racism is a 
problem on campus. 
Although the University tries 
to maintain diversity, many stu- 
dents still are uncomfortable 
when there is a diverse group of 
students in the classroom, he 
said. 
"This is the first opportunity 
[for many students] to interact 
with a different race," Jackson 
said. 
Although he has not received 
any complaints of racial prob- 
lems, Phil Mason, vice president 
for University relations, said he 
believes minorities run into prob- 
lems regularly. 
Mason said the University can 
always do more to improve race 
relations and tries to bring diver- 
sity to the campus with the help 
of the Multicultural Affairs Of- 
fice. 
"I think our academic program 
on diversity is absolutely excel- 
lent," Mason said. "We're one of 
the first universities in the coun- 
try to pursue that offering. [Uni- 
versity President Paul Olscamp] 
has made his committment clear 
and long-standing that he'll do 
anything he can to increase the 
number of minority faculty and 
staff." Those who believe racism 
is a problem continue to search 
for solutions. Jackson said stu- 
dents should rank awareness of 
racism along with their aca- 
demics. 
Learning to respect and being 
able to work with people of 
different races are qualities 
which students will need on the 
job and throughout their lives, 
Jackson said. 
"Racism is something that, un- 
less you are aware of it, you can't 
attempt to solve the problem," he 
said. 
Boaz believes that people need 
to be educated on the subject. 
"Read books and search for the 
truth," he said. "Don't believe 
everything that mainstream so- 
ciety tells you." 
Pritscher believes white peo- 
ple need to be responsible for 
their actions of both the past and 
the present. 
"When we attempt to right the 
wrongs of the ills of the past, 
some white people say we are 
practicing reverse discrimi- 
nation," he said. "We need to 
compensate the black communi- 
ty for their losses." 
VICTIM.***^ 
y FALCON VOLLEYBALL CONFERENCE OPENER vs. TOLEDO - FRIDAY 7 PM       *- 
w At Anderson Arena. Present your BGSU I.D. at the door for easy admission 
Now you can go to the library 
without leaving your room. 
Interactive programs on CD-ROM 
cover aery subject from politics lo physiology. 
And they incorporate sound, animation, music 
and video clips. So ordinary topics become 
more exciting, involving and relevant. 
Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more 
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able to 
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and 
extensive databases - all with the click of a mouse. 
CD-ROM technology brings vast new 
capabilities to the desktop. Which is why. soon. 
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM 
drive. Buy one. and you're making an 
investment llxit will last you well into HK future. 
*     » t » »   « t > •    • i > .   % i » 
Apple Macintosh Centris™ 610 8/230 
uM CD-ROM, Macintosh Color Display 
6 Apple Extended Keyboard U. 
Bring your papers, projects and presentations ft) 
life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety 
of type fonts   all available on CD-ROM 
Plug in a pan «/v'// powered 
speakers and'the CD-ROMdm e plays audio 
CDs loo —so you can work away 
while listening to your favorite music 
We II even help you start 
your own CD-ROM library. Buy the 
Macintosh Centris 610 now, and you'll 
also receive Ik CD POM gift puck 
two discs that include an electronic 
encyclopedia, a dictionary mteradUH 
rock videos, music for your audio 
CD player and more (worth S.w l Macintosh Promo 
CDgjfipack FREE 
CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger-  our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy  there, ask about financing with the Apple Computer Loan: And ^ 
the Macintosh Centris' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive   discover the power of Macintosh. The power to be your besl   H 
You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall. 
Call 372-7724 for a sales appointment. 
♦Price does not include sales tax or handling fee 
•liafcMf «n—f|fiim itmtmti aiptirttafkitoftM&u mil/fitCamf*tltattor\   •agfrant rrlad pnr VrWlwirfomfHitrr foe <*»«**■ \t*antolf*ml Thrpmrrtohruwrbru jrr 
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Recycled plastic bottles Pol ice blotter 
to recarpet city building 
Dy Leah Barnum 
environment reporter 
While many Bowling Green residents drink from 
their soda bottles, others may be walking on their 
bottles. That Is, if the city receives a grant to re- 
carpet the City Administrative Services building 
with carpet made from the city's own recycled 
plastic soda bottles. 
The city has applied for a $25,000 grant from the 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources to help pay 
for the Enviro-tech carpet, a carpet which consists 
of 100 percent recycled soda bottles. 
Because the building was in need of recarpeting 
and grants became available specifically for the 
installation of carpet made from recycled materi- 
al, city officials decided to install the Enviro-tech 
carpet, according to Gail Pearson, litter prevention 
and recycling program coordinator. 
The cost of the Enviro-tech carpet is comparable 
to that of regular synthetic carpet. Because of the 
grant, it would be cheaper and more beneficial for 
the city to purchase the recycled carpet, Pearson 
said. 
Starbrook Plastics, a Bowling Green company, 
grinds up the soda bottles and then ships the 
ground plastic to Image Carpet, Pearson said. The 
company then turns the plastic back into fiber and 
dyes and twists the fiber into carpet, she said. 
"It looks and feels like any synthetic material 
carpets," Pearson said. 
"I think it's a great idea [because] it completes a 
program that we have in Bowling Green...it com- 
pletes the whole [recycling] cycle," said Bowling 
Green Mayor Wes Hoffman. "It starts here and 
ends here." 
If received, the grant will provide up to two- 
thirds of the funding for the carpet, and the city 
will pay the rest, Pearson said. The grant should be 
approved in November, she added. 
"It will cost approximately $38,000 to carpet [the 
City Administrative Services building, which is 
1,719 square yards]," Pearson said. "Each square 
yard of carpet contains approximately 38 bottles, 
so a total of 61,884 bottles would be used to carpet 
the city building." 
Georgia-based Image Carpet is the only manu- 
facturer of recycled carpet in the United States 
and has been producing recycled carpet for five 
years, according to Jan Mathis, representative of 
the company. 
By making the carpet, the company has kept 
more than 40 million pounds of soft drink and ket- 
chup bottles out of America's landfills each year, 
Mathis said. 
Although all major carpet fibers are made of 
plastic, only 1.8 percent of the carpet sold is made 
of recycled plastic, even though the quality of the 
recycled carpet is just as good as that of carpet 
made with virgin material, according to Mathis. 
City officials said they hope by recarpeting the 
City Administrative Services building with Enviro- 
tech, they can show the community what can be 
done with recyclable materials. 
"We have something to show that we are con- 
cerned about the environment," Hoffman said. 
Although recycled carpet can be purchased in 
Findlay, Hoffman said he would like to see the 
carpet processed in Bowling Green. 
"I am hoping that someday, somehow we can 
have more firms here that are processing the car- 
pet," Hoffman said. "We have been on the cutting 
edge of recycling in this community for a long 
time. It has grown from a modest start to some- 
thing very big here." 
Cable 
Continued from page one. 
networks. 
"Both sides are working 
towards the good of the cable 
subscriber," Zamichow said. 
Mel Stebbins, vice president 
and general manager for WTOL, 
a CBS affiliate, said the station 
and Wood Cable have not reached 
an agreement. 
Stebbins said the original pro- 
posal made by WTOL was turned 
down by Wood Cable, which in 
turn made a counter proposal 
that the station rejected. 
He said WTOL has since sub- 
mitted several revised proposals. 
"We're hopeful the negotia- 
tions will be complete by Oct. 5," 
Stebbins said. 
Officials at WNWO, an ABC af- 
filiate, could not be reached for 
comment. 
Larry Miller, general manager 
of Wood Cable, said he believes 
the company will not lose any of 
the network stations or be forced 
to raise its rates. He said he is in 
contact with Wood Cable's Den- 
ver headquarters, where negotia- 
tions are taking place. 
WE CARE    WE CARE    WE CARE    WE CARE    WE CARE    WE CARE 
Thank you to the 1993 
Orientation Leaders and Hosts 
for making Fall Orientation a 
huge success 
ATTENTION: 1994 Orientation leader 
applications will be 
available October 18,1993 
in 405 Student Services. 
WE CARE   WE CARE   WE CARE   WE CARE   WE CARE   WE CARE 
"i A man reported Thursday 
that a Toledo woman was stalk- 
ing him. According the police re- 
port, the man told officers the 
woman calls him at work and it is 
"very distracting." 
O Jeff A. Womack, 18, and Da- 
vid E. Chavez, 20, both of 
McComb, were arrested on char- 
ges of shoplifting Thursday. A 
police report said officers con- 
fronted the men and the suspects 
said, in unison, "We screwed up." 
The police took back the shoes 
that the men allegedly stole. 
O On Friday, a woman called 
police to complain that a man 
with an "older car with a black 
top" was following her. When 
police located the man he report- 
edly was not wearing pants. 
Police said the man had only a 
"towel wrapped around himself." 
O On Friday, an American flag 
was stolen from a Ridge Street 
home. The man reportedly told 
police the flag was stolen by stu- 
dents. Several beer cans were 
also found in the yard. 
O A man was reportedly 
screaming and yelling at an East 
Poe Road apartment Friday. Ac- 
cording to a police report, the 
woman who made the report "be- 
lieves the man was by himself 
and ... feels he has some real 
mental problems." 
"i A woman called police from 
her North Wintergarden Road 
home Friday and told them dump 
trucks were speeding down the 
road. The woman was reportedly 
concerned because she thought 
her daughter would get run over. 
Officers clocked a dump truck on 
the road going 17 m.p.h. 
O Police received a 911 call 
Friday from two youths, both 
under 10 years old. According to 
the police report, the youths told 
officers their mother was "being 
mean to them by not letting them 
go outside." 
O A woman told police Satur- 
day that a neighbor's bull dog 
defecates in the yard of her 
Rosewood Court home. The 
woman told police she has spoken 
to the neighbors about the prob- 
lem and even has "thrown it back 
in their yard." 
O Saturday, police received 
reports of people urinating on the 
lawn of a Second Street resi- 
dence. According to the police 
report, the host was told to keep 
the noise down and "have his 
guests go inside to use the rest- 
room." 
D William M. Heyman Jr., 49, 
1SS27 Bowling Green Road, was 
cited on a charge of driving on a 
closed road Sunday. In addition 
to driving on the closed road, 
Heyman also allegedly hit a con- 
struction crane. Heymen report- 
edly told police that he didn't 
know West Poe Road was closed. 
O Two men allegedly approa- 
ched a porch on North Enterprise 
Street on Sunday and broke a 
flower pot. When the owner of 
the house came outside one of the 
men allegedly hit him in the 
mouth. 
O Police said they observed 
four men standing outside a 
Thurstin Avenue apartment 
watching a man and woman in 
bed. Police reportedly told the 
men to stop watching. 
G On Monday, a woman report- 
ed she saw a couple "making out" 
outside of her Second Street 
home. When officers arrived the 
couple was found to be "only 
hugging." 
~i Tuesday, police received 
complaints of a man who "drives 
backwards" down Lorraine 
Avenue every morning. The man 
is believed to drive a 1985 Chev- 
rolet. 
Defend Clinton 
Continued from page one. 
consuming because they have to 
be tried differently," she said. 
The task force report and the 
plan also propose that all 
counties establish or have access 
to a public defender commission. 
Counties could choose to set up a 
local one, join a coalition of 
counties in a regional body, or 
use the state commission. 
Counties still would be able to 
choose whether to use only pub- 
lic defenders, court-appointed at- 
torneys or a combination, Kura 
said. 
More than half of Ohio's 
counties have no local public de- 
fender commission. Judges in 
those counties assign private at- 
torneys to all poor defendants. 
Continued from page on*. 
reform for all Americans." 
Sen. Edward M Kennedy, D-Mass., said he was opposed to putting 
the requirement on Individuals. Employers might "drop coverage 
and shift an even heavier financial burden onto the middle class," 
Kennedy said. And he complained that the GOP failed to address 
soaring costs. 
Under Chafee's proposal, purchasing cooperatives would be set up 
so individuals and small companies could get better rates. The ar- 
rangements would be voluntary, not the mandatory alliances Clinton 
envisions. 
Nor would there be any "global budgets" to put government cost 
controls on rising premiums. Republicans say marketplace competi- 
tion will bring down costs. 
Another difference: No new taxes are called for in the GOP plan; 
Clinton's plan would require new resources. 
"This is a mainstream plan," said Sen. Christopher Bond, R-Mo. 
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., said it was "not a Band-Aid 
approach, but it's not major surgery, either." 
• • 
FRESH TALENT NEEDED!! 
PLO 
g  .jcHave a Band? Sing? Are you a comedian?^ 
Do you Act? Interested in Sharing your M 
Poetry? 
If So... 
Campus Expressions is for YOU!! 
If interested, call 
372-2130 or 372-1148 and 
ask for Patrick 
• •••••*•••••••••• 
Continued from page one. 
Hawatmeh and Habash also 
were expected to plead their case 
in Syria. It was unclear what kind 
of reception they would get 
On Wednesday, President Clin- 
ton and Syrian President Hafez 
Assad talked by phone and 
pledged mutual cooperation in 
advancing the peace process, ac- 
cording to Assad spokesman Ju- 
bran Kurieh. 
Kurieh quoted Clinton as 
having "underscored the impor- 
tance of continuing endeavors to 
achieve progress on all tracks." 
Although there have been 
breakthroughs in Israel's talks 
with the PLO and Jordan, which 
signed a negotiating agenda on 
Tuesday, there has been no prog- 
ress in Syrian and Lebanese ne- 
gotiations. 
FOCUS* PICNIC 
Thursday, Sept. 16th 
West Side of Moseley Hall 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 
Bring Your Favorite Brown Bag Lunch. 
Wishing you were back in Kindergarten when 
life seemed so much easier? We Do!!! 
Join us to Play: 
Red Rover 
Duck, Duck, Goose 
Water Balloons 
and More!!!!!! 
•First-year Off-Campus University Students 
Elsewhere 
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Toledo mayoral 
race accelerates 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO -- The mayor's race 
began in earnest Wednesday with 
two finalists thanking support- 
ers, then trading barbs with each 
other. 
Carry Finkbelner and Mike 
Ferner, both city councilmen, 
will square off in November's 
general election. They were the 
top two vote-getters In Tuesday's 
non-partisan primary. There 
were six other candidates. 
Unofficial final election results 
showed Finkbeiner, 54, an unen- 
dowed Democrat, with 17,812 
votes, or 27 percent of the votes 
cast. Ferner, 42, an independent, 
with 15,048 votes, or 23 percent. 
The city will change its form of 
government in January. The 
mayor will be given the adminis- 
trative powers of the city man- 
ager, and the manager's post will 
be eliminated. 
Ferner said he was more likely 
to take on "powerful interests" 
than Finkbelner. He promised to 
continue pushing for a municipal 
electric system to compete with 
Toledo Edison, which has the 
highest rates in the region. 
Finkbeiner said he was the 
candidate who represents "the 
working men and women of 
Toledo." He called Ferner's 
views "distinctly liberal." 
"Femer has a philosophy that 
is basically, 'Today we municipa- 
lize Toledo Edison, tomorrow 
Columbia Gas, the next day 
maybe TV-13,'" Finkbelner said. 
"I have a philosophy that says 
the private sector runs things at 
least as effectively as we do, and 
maybe we need to borrow a few 
pages from them," Finkbeiner 
said. 
Ferner said his campaign had 
more than 300 volunteers who 
worked phone banks and distrib- 
uted political literature. 
"This has been a volunteer 
effort this city hasn't see in I 
don't know how long," he said. 
But Finkbeiner criticized Fer- 
ner's campaign style. 
"I like personal campaigning 
and personal contact. While Mike 
was on the phone, I was at the 
factory gates, and I'll continue to 
do that through November," he 
said. 
Both said they expect to 
receive union support in this blue 
collar, northwest city of 330,000. 
Ferner is a former organizer 
for the American Federation of 
State, County and Municipal Em- 
ployees. 
One of Finkbeiner's key sup- 
porters was Ray Medlln, an offi- 
cial with the Northwestern Ohio 
Building & Construction Trades 
Council. 
APPIMU 
President Bill Clinton talks with New Orleans Port Director Ron I afternoon. Clinton pledged an all-out battle to win congressional ap- 
Brlnson, far left. Sen. John Breaux and Congressman William Jeffer- proval of a continent-wide free trade agreement while visiting the 
son, far right, while visiting the Port of New Orleans Wednesday! Mississippi River port. 
Cheating scandal rocks Navy Allegations of affair 
may hurt Ferguson The Associated Press 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. - Investigators are pur- 
suing cases against at least 125 midshipmen 
implicated in what could be the biggest 
cheating scandal since the Naval Academy's 
honor code was established in 1951. 
Six midshipmen, the academy's term for 
students, were recommended for expulsion 
last spring after school officials determined 
they had seen advance copies of an electrical 
engineering exam taken last December. 
Another Investigation, which began this 
summer, resulted in more than 100 other 
students also being investigated. 
The Navy Times, which first reported the 
inspector general had developed cases 
against 125 midshipmen, said investigators 
now believe as many as 200 juniors may 
have seen some or all of the test, which was 
given to about 700. 
Lt. Cmdr. Paul Weishaupt, the academy's 
public affairs officer, said the investigation 
is continuing. 
"I don't know enough to say whether 125 is 
right or wrong," he said of the number im- 
plicated. "We're just waiting for the in- 
vestigation to conclude." 
Investigators say some midshipmen who 
saw the test may have believed it was an old 
one, and the academy considers looking at an 
old test an acceptable study guide. 
The academy's worst previous cheating 
scandal was in 1974 when 61 students were 
implicated in an investigation into the use of 
"crib sheets" during a navigation exam. 
Seven were expelled. 
In the current investigation, 28 juniors 
were initially accused of cheating on the 
electrical engineering test. Honor boards 
made up of midshipmen recommended ex- 
pelling 11, but five were cleared by academy 
officials. 
Rear Adm. Thomas C. Lynch, the acad- 
emy's superintendent, then recommended 
that six be expelled. The secretary of the 
Navy has yet to act on his recommendation. 
One of the six, Rodney Walker, told The 
Associated Press last spring that many stu- 
dents had advance copies of the exam and 
academy officials were making scapegoats 
of the six to try to hush up the extent of the 
cheating. 
Lynch said then that wasn't true, adding he 
would recommend that every member of the 
junior class be expelled if he found they all 
cheated. 
Walker said several football players were 
among those who saw copies of the test. Wei- 
shaupt wouldn't comment on the number of 
football players involved. 
Randy Stoker, a senior from San Diego 
who chairs the academy's honor committee, 
said Tuesday the midshipmen want to put 
the scandal behind them. 
"They realize the magnitude of what has 
happened," he said. "We're just waiting for 
the investigation to conclude." 
The Associated Press 
PUT YOUR 
VALUABLES 
IN A 
SAFE PLACE. 
WHEN YOU RIDE        CAN HAVE AN 
DRUNK,                ENTIRELY 
ONE MORE FOR         DIFFERENT 
THE ROAD             MEANING. 
COLUMBUS - Some Democratic officials are pressuring State Au- 
ditor Thomas E. Ferguson to not seek office again because of allega- 
tions he had an affair with an aide, a newspaper said. 
Party sources said there is some fear party efforts to retain a 
majority in the Ohio House and retake the governor's office would be 
hurt by Ferguson's presence on the ticket, the  Dayton Daily News 
said in a report prepared for Wednesday's editions. 
Ferguson, reached at his home Tuesday night, said Democratic 
leaders had not told him of such concerns. 
He also said he did not think the allegations would hurt him or other 
Democrats if he were to run for office again. 
"Let me just say, I won election last time with those [allegations], 
didn't I?" he said. 
Ferguson said he would announce by Oct. 1 whether he will run for 
office again. 
"We're looking at the possibility of running for governor, or run- 
ning for auditor again, or maybe not running at all," he said. 
Ferguson has been auditor since 1974. 
He easily won re-election in 1990 despite allegations from a former 
aide, Elisabeth Tschantz, that he coerced into a three-year sexual re- 
lationship, causing her to have a nervous breakdown. 
During that campaign, Ferguson denied the affair and portrayed 
Tschantz as mentally unstable. 
Fifteen months after the election, Ferguson said in a court depos- 
ition that he had sex with Tschantz as many as 30 times between 1983 
and 1985. He said both were willing participants. 
AID 3 
To benefit the homeless of Wood County. 
Saturday, September 18 
In the GreenWood Centre parking lot 
Bowling Green (just off 1-75) 
Noon 'til 5 -- rain or shlnel 
f Uve music all day: 
Bobby Smith 
12:,S
 and the Knight Express 
^ 
400 7* 
f Food from Pizza Chef. 
Subway.and Easystreet 
Plus taste chill prepared 
by more than a 
dozen local cooks 
made on site. 
' Games, refreshments, horse-drawn 
carriage rides, celebrity dunk tank. 
moonwalk. puppet shows, raffles. 
and more! 
Admission: $2.00 adults/Sl.OO under 18/klds under 3 tree 
WAL*MART    ©—- 
JUP ■*>,... Pa*.. 
fo&ft 
Looking for Pre-party 
Entertainment? 
Join us at the DAYS INN, Bowling 
Green every Friday and Saturday 
evening fonCOMEDY NIGHT! 
*$$ 
OMEDY 
CLUB. 
# 18 and over welcome 
♦Close to campus 
#Only $4 per ticket 
*Drink Specials: 
Every friday EXPORT Night 
In lounge specials before and after shows 
I*Each week new and funnier comedians 
Call us for show times and reservations 
so we can save you and your guests 
the best seats! 
352-5211 
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Japan to import 
U.S. canned beer 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO - Anheuser-Busch 
Inc. is preparing to announce a 
joint venture with Japan's No. 
1 beer maker, Kirin Brewery 
Co. Ltd., in order to tap fur- 
ther into one of the world's 
biggest beer markets. 
Anheuser, the world's 
biggest brewer, is dropping an 
affiliation with a smaller 
brewer, Suntory Ltd., to link 
up with Kirin. The U.S. brewer 
is the biggest foreign beer in 
Japan, yet has only a 1.2 per- 
cent market share. 
Anheuser is also hoping to 
take advantage of recent 
moves to deregulate the alco- 
hol industry by becoming the 
first foreign brewer to set up 
its own distribution network. 
Anheuser-Busch had relied 
on Suntory, Japan's largest 
whiskey maker but a ligh- 
tweight in the beer business, 
to brew and market Bud- 
weiser under license since 
1984. 
Bud sales had been growing, 
but not at the rate one might 
expect for the world's top 
brand. 
The St. Louis brewer hopes 
to change all that with the deal 
to be announced Thursday - a 
joint venture owned 90 per- 
cent by Anheuser and 10 per- 
cent by Kirin, which controls 
half the domestic beer market 
and is the fourth biggest 
brewer worldwide. 
The new company, Bud- 
weiser Japan Co., will import 
canned beer from the United 
States and sell bottles and 
kegs made under license by 
Kirin. More importantly, it 
will harness Budweiser's ad- 
vertising prowess and set up 
its own distribution network. 
That would have been uni- 
maginable several years ago, 
but rapid changes in the rigid- 
ly controlled alcohol business 
might just give Budweiser a 
fighting chance. 
With deregulation making it 
easier to get a liquor license, 
discount liquor stores have 
been popping up everywhere, 
and even supermarkets and 
convenience stores are start- 
ing to carry beer. 
Unlike the traditional mom- 
and-pop stores that still sell 
much of the beer here at 
prices fixed by the major 
brewers (Kirin, Asahi, Sap- 
poro and Suntory), the larger 
retailers are starting to shake 
things up by cutting prices 
and carrying more brands. 
Experts say those factors 
could help Budweiser make it 
into the tightly knit distribu- 
tion system, but the going will 
be tough. Even with the 
muscle of mighty Kirin behind 
them, many wholesalers are 
likely to initially resist Bud's 
advances. 
As deregulation makes the 
market more competitive, 
Kirin will benefit from Bud- 
weiser's proven marketing 
prowess, analysts said. 
A standard 10 and 1/2-ounce 
can of beer goes for more than 
$2, although half of that goes 
to tax, and the overall beer 
market is one of the few in the 
world that is still growing. 
Beer sales grew about 7 
percent each year from 1989 
to 1991. 
Jail death investigation wanted 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - A local civil lights leader said 
Wednesday he wants authorities to in- 
vestigate the death of a black man who offi- 
cers allegedly beat. 
"We're not saying the beating was the 
cause of his death. We're just saying that 
witnesses in the neighborhood saw the offi- 
cers beating him," said Gerald Rose, presi- 
dent of the Council of the New Order, a 
group that addresses inner city issues. 
John Toyer, 40, of Toledo, was arrested 
Sunday night after police chased him for 
several blocks when he left his house to go to 
the store. He was wanted on an outstanding 
petty theft warrant. 
Police took him to the Lucas County jail, 
where he collapsed while he was being 
booked. He was taken to St. Vincent Medical 
Center, where he died later that night. 
Some residents said they saw several 
police officers chase Toyer, then beat him 
after catching him in a vacant lot. Rose said. 
"We just want police to get to the bottom 
of this. You can't go around beating up peo- 
ple like this," Rose said at a news confer- 
Patrick Nelson said he saw police beat 
Toyer. He said he and his two brothers were 
about 30 feet away. 
"They were joking like it was a laughing 
matter ... They saw he was hurt," he said at 
the news conference. 
Rose said he did not know if the alleged 
beating was racially motivated. He said 
some of the officers were black. 
The police department declined to release 
the identities of the officers involved in the 
case. 
Deputy Chief James Wiegand said he does 
not know if the officers used force while ar- 
resting Toyer. 
"The only force I'm aware of is that he was 
handcuffed and refused to walk from the car 
to the booking area. The officers had to half- 
carry, half-drag him," Wiegand said. 
He also said that Toyer did not become ill 
until shortly after he arrived at jail. 
"There was no indication he needed hospi- 
talization. He didn't complain of chest pains. 
He didn't ask for medical attention or give 
any other indications," Wiegand said. 
Lucas County Coroner James Patrick said 
there were no signs of external injuries. 
The cause of death will be determined 
after reviewing toxicology tests and police      have to answer.' 
and hospital reports, he said. 
But family members said Toyer's face and 
body were badly bruised. 
Sheriff James Telb ordered an in- 
vestigation after prisoners said Toyer had 
been beaten or was unconscious when he 
came into the jail. 
John Rogers, the sheriff department's in- 
ternal affairs unit director, said Toledo 
police dragged Toyer, who was handcuffed, 
into the jail booking area where a nurse saw 
him and called 911. 
"The nurse could tell something was 
wrong and immediately checked him, found 
no pulse, and immediately started CPR" 
Rogers said. 
The manner in which police brought in 
Toyer is unusual unless a prisoner is severe- 
ly intoxicated or uncooperative, he said. 
"I'm assuming [the officers] thought that 
he was playing some type of game, but that 
is something the [Toledo police division] will 
Hijackers made jet land 
The Associated Press 
Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit. 
It could save your life. 
■M M irw ixxt**» or* l.i«rf of Amnic*w *get I *« 
•- \ n^ppfo *>tfwi IS (T*« from nome 
OSLO, Norway ~ Hijackers 
brandishing grenades and explo- 
sives forced a Russian jetliner 
with 52 people aboard to land in 
Norway on Wednesday. Police 
said the air pirates then asked for 
political asylum. 
The Tupolev-134 jet was en 
route from Azerbaijan when it 
was seized over southern Russia. 
It was forced to land near Kiev to 
take on fuel and an English-s- 
peaking Ukrainian navigator be- 
fore flying to Norway. 
The pilot, Capt. Mikhail Osa- 
vin, said the hijackers threatened 
the crew with hand grenades and 
explosives, said a Russian securi- 
ty spokesman, Alexei Zakharov. 
After the plane landed at the 
sealed-off and darkened Gar- 
dermoen charter airport, one 
man left the jet and was driven to 
the control tower in a Civil Avia- 
tion Board car, the national news 
SHOC SenSdTiOn Man 
Courageously Battles High Prices! 
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Woodland Mall (across from the cinemas) 
agency, NTB, reported. He was 
driven back in five minutes and 
reboarded. 
"They are talking and it is in 
English," said Bjarne Myrstad, a 
special government spokesman. 
No demands preceded the asy- 
lum request, he said. 
Another spokesman, Dag 
Amundsen, said there were at 
least three, possibly four hijack- 
ers. 
Ukrainian and Azerbaijani 
officials said the hijackers were 
Iranians, linked to the radical 
Shiite Muslim Hezbollah militia 
of Lebanon, but no government 
spokesmen could confirm that. 
Norway was the site of the 
breakthrough peace talks be- 
tween Israel and the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. Radical 
Islamic groups in the Middle 
East have denounced the agree- 
ment and have vowed to disrupt 
any peace efforts. 
About 100 heavily armed 
members  of   Norway's   special 
Delta Troop force, wearing bul- 
letproof vests, arrived at the air- 
port with armored jeeps and 
black, box-like trailers. The NTB 
news agency said it "had reason 
to believe the trailers contained 
weapons." 
Three military helicopters 
flew over the airport. According 
to NTB, one landed at the airport 
with lights off. 
A policeman at the airport near 
Kiev said the hijackers had of- 
fered to release the female pas- 
sengers, but the women refused 
to leave the plane. 
The jet flew across the Baltic 
Sea and Sweden before landing in 
drizzly weather about 3 172 
hours later at Gardermoen, 25 
miles north of Oslo. 
The jet had been en route from 
the Azerbaijani capital, Baku, to 
Perm in the Ural Mountains 
when the hijackers diverted it to 
Ukraine, authorities in Russia 
said. 
Lynch boxed in 
by controversy 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Jennifer Lynch just might be a victim of her own last 
name. 
Raised on the set of her father David's "Eraserhead," and with 
those who were the vanguard of avant-garde, she was practically 
fated to be a filmmaker of creepy proportions. 
And on that count, her debut film, "Boxing Helena," does not dis- 
appoint. 
Nick Is a gifted surgeon obsessed with a woman named Helena. 
When she caustically rebuffs him, he amputates her legs and then her 
arms - boxing her - in order to keep her from pushing him away. It's 
a film so macabre that even David Lynch declined to make it. 
"He said it scared him too much," said Jennifer Lynch, drawing on 
a Marlboro over coffee at a posh cafe in a Manhattan hotel. "And 
that's not something you want David Lynch saying before you're 
about to make your first film!" 
Maybe she should have taken a cue from dad. 
Making "Boxing Helena" was f rought with hardship, headache and 
heartache. And protests. And nasty reviews. And dismal box-office 
returns -- after two weeks in the theaters, it was ranked 30th. 
After losing one boyfriend and three stars. Lynch - at the tender 
age of 25 ~ sounds like she doesn't ever again want to yell "Cut!" 
"I'm writing a book," she says resignedly. "It's going to take some 
time to get my life back together.... Everything went to pot." 
If Lynch sounds weary, perhaps it's because she's been in the midst 
of this maelstrom for six years, culminating with an intensive week 
of interviews to hype her movie. 
It wasnt always this bleak. In fact, in the beginning, it probably 
was quite heady. 
Lynch was 19 and lounging around with Sam Rami, the actor and 
director, when a friend called Rami saying he was looking for a fe- 
male writer to flesh out, so to speak, a film idea by Philippe Caland. 
Shooting 
suspect 
pleads 
not guilty 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - A woman 
pleaded innocent Wednes- 
day to charges that she 
robbed and shot an off-duty 
police officer in the throat. 
Joyce Richardson, 29, of 
Toledo, was charged with 
attempted murder, 
felonious assault and ag- 
gravated robbery in the 
Aug. 20 shooting of Charles 
Walker, 36, of Toledo. 
Richardson was ordered 
held in the Lucas County 
jail in lieu of $100,000 bond 
after a hearing in Lucas 
County Common Pleas 
Court. 
Lucas County Prosecutor 
Anthony Pizza said Rich- 
ardson was a prostitute who 
served 30 days in jail in 
1989 for soliciting. 
Richardson told au- 
thorities that Walker 
picked up her and another 
prostitute, then took them 
to an apartment to have sex. 
She said Walker asked her 
to buy drugs. When she re- 
turned, she shot Walker be- 
cause of a dispute about 
money, Pizza said. 
Walker drove himself to 
St. Vincent Medical Center 
after the shooting. He was 
wearing a condom when he 
was admitted to the hospi- 
tal, Pizza said. 
Walker has an unlisted 
telephone number and 
could not be reached for 
comment. 
Pizza said the police de- 
partment's internal affairs 
unit was investigating. 
"If this is true, his con- 
duct is improper. No ques- 
tion about it," he said. 
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Cancer and a 16-year-old 
It was June 1, around seven 
o'clock. 
I smiled at Karen, something 
I did only when in a good mood. 
It was her 16th birthday, and 
she was being obnoxious as 
usual. Karen was one of Avon 
High's best young athletes. As 
a freshman she was a serious 
competitor in volleyball, a pro- 
lific point guard for the ninth 
grade hoops team, and Avon's 
best female track and field ath- 
lete. 
She went to the State meet, in 
fact, in the 4x400 meters, and 
had improved upon her first- 
year accomplishments as a 
sophomore. 
Now she held school records 
in both the shot put and discus 
(she only weighs 112 pounds), 
and was preparing to compete 
in both of those events, plus the 
long jump and 4x400, in the 
Regional meet. 
Tomorrow there would be a 
surprise Sweet Sixteen party, 
followed by a week of training 
for the Regionals, then, hope- 
fully, a return trip to the State 
meet. 
The party was a success, as 
was the Regionals, but Karen's 
week was her last of good 
cheer for a while. 
On June 10 Karen - my sis- 
ter, Karen DeChant - learned 
that her fiercest competition 
would not be other high school 
runners, but cancer. 
Around last October, my 
family found out that Karen 
had some sort of growth in her 
right leg - probably a bone 
spur or abscess, the doctors 
said. It didn't hurt at all, and 
could be easily removed after 
school let out. 
Mark Leonard 
DeChant 
Karen took more tests in 
February, with similar results. 
The abscess was slightly ten- 
der on the outside, but hadn't 
grown. Surgery was scheduled 
for mid-June. 
When the Cleveland Clinic 
doctors opened up my sister's 
leg ten days after her birthday, 
they discovered that the "abs- 
cess" was, in fact, an ex- 
tremely rare form of cancer 
that had hemorrhaged between 
her tibia and thigh muscle. 
Karen had contracted the 
cancer adamantinoma, of 
which there are roughly two 
cases reported yearly in the 
United States. 
Her track season was 
quickly forgotten, and her only 
concern was removing the tu- 
mor before it infected her 
lungs, which is the critical area 
tiiatadamantinaitui almost al- 
ways strikes. 
The 96 hours of waiting be- 
fore the operation were four 
days of trial, tribulation and 
tears for my parents, my two 
other sisters and myself. 
Karen, on the other hand, 
seemed to be the most com- 
posed of all of us. Heck, the 
crowd of 50,000 that greeted 
her at Buckeye Stadium last 
season didn't worry her, so 
why should this? 
After X-rays, MRIs, CAT 
scans and blood tests, and after 
three hours and 45 minutes of 
surgery, Karen's tumors (a 
second one had formed within 
the four days) were gone. In 
their place was a titanium rod 
and three screws. 
She also had bone grafts tak- 
en from her hip to replace the 
section of her leg that was re- 
moved. 
Now the girl who normally 
took long, graceful strides 
around a 400-meter oval was 
restricted for the next three 
months to bumping around 
awkwardly on crutches. 
My sister's ordeal pales in 
comparison to some of the 
more serious downfalls and 
tragedies that have beset ath- 
letics recently. I mean, my 
family doesn't live with a per- 
manently handicapped ex- 
athlete, like the families of 
Dennis Byrd and Mike Utley. 
Nor did we have to bury a 
family member, as those close 
to Reggie Lewis and James 
Jordan did. 
As long as the cancer shows 
no signs of returning to Karen 
- she will be tested montly - 
my family will probably fully 
recover from the initial disbe- 
lief. 
The Jordan and Miller fami- 
lies on beyond disbelief - only 
grief remains. 
Still, as a delirious sports fan 
- and one of my sister's 
biggest supporters - it was 
something new to view athlet- 
ics in such a small scope. But I 
was compelled to. Who really 
cares about sports when your 
sister has death in her blood- 
stream? 
Karen walks now - well, 
limps, actually - and after the 
scars on her hip and leg heal, 
she will begin intensive physi- 
cal therapy. She may be jog- 
ging by November, and who 
knows, I may have the pleasure 
of watching her in a Varsity 
basketball game around 
Christmas. 
Karen may or may not return 
to the court, the track, or any 
sport at all, for that matter. 
Her future in athletics is not 
my main concern. 
My main concern is wishing 
her a happy 17th birthday next 
June. 
Mark Leonard DeChant is 
assistant sports editor of The 
News. 
Winfield, Chavez 
know What's Up 
Despite poor showing, 
Cunningham confident 
The Associated Press 
PHILADELPHIA ~ After play- 
ing what he called the worst 
quarter of his career, Randall 
Cunningham said he was looking 
over his shoulder to see if he was 
going to get the hook. 
In the first quarter of the Phil- 
adelphia Eagles' 20-17 comeback 
win over the Green Bay Packers 
on Sunday, Cunningham fumbled 
the ball away twice and threw an 
interception. His old pal, Reggie 
White, ripped the ball from his 
grasp twice. 
"It was the worst I've ever 
played," Cunningham said. "E- 
ven worse than in Dallas last 
year when I got pulled." 
Not only was Cunningham tak- 
en out of a loss to the Cowboys, 
but he didn't start the next week 
against the Los Angeles Raiders. 
"I still had that in the back of 
my mind," Cunningham said. "I 
was thinking... this is going to be 
the worst game of my career.'" 
him not to worry. 
"I knew then that I was going 
to be the quarterback," Cunni- 
ngham said. 
"When he put the ball on the 
ground a couple of times and he 
came off he was fine,"  Kotite 
"I started out playing like garbage. I was thinking, 
'Wow, last year I'd probably be on the bench.'" 
"I started out playing like gar- 
bage. I was thinking, 'Wow, last 
year I'd probably be on the 
bench."' 
Eagles coach Rich Kotite said 
he never thought about lifting 
Cunningham. 
Cunningham said Kotite told 
AP Photo 
said. "He didn't lose his focus, 
didn't panic. He did some great 
things against the blitz." 
Kotite, on the game-tying TD 
pass to Victor Bailey, said: "That 
wasn't a fling. He put it right on 
the money. This man is the best 
throwing the ball on the run I've 
ever seen. He's getting the ball to 
the open man. He's in total com- 
mand of how he handles himself 
at the line of scrimmage." 
Cunningham said people had 
jumped off the Eagles' bandwag- 
on because of the 11 players lost 
to free agency. 
"But we didn't Jump off the 
bandwagon," the quarterback 
said. "What the win over Green 
Bay showed is that we have the 
talent to go with Super Bowl con- 
tenders. 
Sports shorts 
O Falcon junior linebacker 
Vince Palko has been named the 
Mid-American Conference/Ford 
Co-Defensive Player of the 
Week, the conference announced 
Wednesday. 
Palko was credited with 14 
tackles in Bowling Green's 21-7 
victory over Cincinnati Saturday 
and leads the team with 31 in the 
first two games. 
He shares the honor with the 
University of Miami's David 
Thomas. 
O The Falcon soccer team is 
ranked fifth in this week's Great 
Lakes Region Poll. 
Bowling Green is 3-0 overall 
and received 24 points. Indiana is 
first with 48 points. 
□ CINCINNATI- Rossford 
High School graduate LaZelle 
Durden has been suspended for 
the first seven games of the Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati's basketball 
season. 
Coach Bob Huggins suspended 
the junior guard on Monday for 
not attending summer school 
classes. 
Durden remains academically 
eligible by NCAA and university 
standards and will be allowed to 
practice during the suspension. 
O TOLEDO- Denny Amrheln, a 
senior at Toledo St. John's, has 
said he will sign a national letter 
of intent to attend Bowling Green 
and play basketball. 
Amrhein averaged 17 points, 
five assists and four rebounds 
per game last year for the Titans. 
K. appck V&lh a 
You dorta   Want it to   Win it! 
I - 1993 Pi Kappa Phi PUSH Week Quarter Races 
Champs - for the 2nd year in a row! 
-1993 Phi Kappa Psi Bathtub Races 
Runners-up 
-1993 Sigma Phi Epsilon/ Pi Beta Phi Mud-Tug 
Champions 
I'LL TAKE THAT:Phlladelpnia Eagles quarterback Randall Cunni- 
ngham is stripped of the ball by his former teammate Reggie White of 
the Green Bay Packers during first quarter action in Green Bay Sun- 
day. The underdog Eagles won 20-17. 
jAnd we 've only just begun! 
With the abundance of happen- 
ings going on in the sports world, 
narrowing this week's column 
into one topic would be absurd. 
The basis of the following is 
what I will call: What's Up In 
Sports? 
O Friday night in San Antonio, 
Texas, one of the biggest trage- 
dies in boxing history occurred 
when Pernell "Sweet Pea" Whi- 
taker was denied a victory over 
previously undefeated Julio Cae- 
sar Chavez. 
Whitaker clearly dominated 
the fight from beginning to end, 
stunning Chavez with a combina- 
tion of quick jabs and quick feet. 
By the last two, or even three 
rounds, it was apparent that 
Chavez needed a knockout to 
take away Whitaker's title, but it 
never even came close to happen- 
ing. 
Irregardless of the alleged 
point-taking by judge Mickey 
Vann of England, the fact that a 
Russ Eckard 
majority draw was declared 
proves once again that boxing is 
the most crooked sport of them 
all. 
n Will everyone please get off 
of the Emmitt Smith bandwagon? 
There is no doubt he is one of the 
premiere running backs in the 
NFL, but if he cared more about 
his team and less about his 
pocket, he'd realize that Jerry 
Jones is not trying to stiff the All- 
Pro, but protect the team from 
the pending salary cap. 
If Jones gives all his money to 
Smith but the Cowboys don't 
have any room left under the cap 
to make necessary improve- 
ments next year (which they ob- 
viously need: 0-2), will this be in 
the best interest of the fran- 
chise? I think not. Both sides of 
the table need to compromise a 
little to get the Champs intact. 
By the way, don't quality teams 
adjust to adversity? Suppose 
Emmitt comes back but Troy 
Aikman or Michael Irvin goes 
down with an injury and they still 
struggle. Will this also be the 
owner's fault? 
O Another milestone is about to 
be reached by a baseball player 
who already has his reservations 
in Cooperstown. Dave Winfield 
of the Minnesota Twins is just 
three hits shy of the magical 
3,000 club (at press time). When 
he reaches this plateau at home 
against the Toronto Blue Jays 
this weekend (just a prediction), 
he will join George Brett and Ro- 
bin Yount as the only active 
players to have done it. 
If any player were deserving 
of such an accomplishment, it is 
Winfield. To me, any player who 
has the guts enough to stand up 
to George Steinbrenner and tell 
him what a horse's ass he is, and 
still play quality baseball, is a 
consummate pro. 
And from the FYI department: 
he's also the last athlete to be 
drafted in all three major profes- 
sional sports. 
O Whether or not it continues is 
not for me to say, but what base- 
ball fans are witnessing is one of 
the biggest "chokes " in recent 
memory. On July 23, the San 
Francisco Giants led the Atlanta 
Braves by ten full games. Now 
they find themselves looking up 
at the leading Braves. 
No wonder. 
First of all, what was one of the 
best staffs in the game is now 
reeling. John Burkett and Bill 
Swift looked like certain 1-2 
picks in the Cy Young race, but 
now are having severe neck 
pains watching the shots fly out 
of Candlestick. Trevor Wilson 
and Bud Black are hurt. Behind 
them: Scott Sanderson, Bryan 
Hickerson, Solomon Torres. 
Good luck. 
Dusty Baker had a great run in 
a division that was supposed to 
be between the Braves, Reds and 
Astros. However, this year's 
squad is going to end up at least 
eight games back. 
» 
□ Don't everyone rush to say 
this is John Cooper's year at Ohio 
State. The Bucks' victory over 
Washington was definitely im- 
pressive, but it also came after 
an emotionally draining victory 
for the Huskies over the hated 
Stanford Cardinal. 
Also remember that a year ago, 
the Buckeyes started 3-0 only to 
lose thier next two and put Coop- 
er's neck on the line again. 
Buckeye fans will be best off 
holding in their optimism until 
they are undefeated going into 
the Michigan game. 
□ Shhhhh... has anyone noticed 
the Browns? 
Russ Eckard is a sports col- 
umnist for the news who would 
like to send a shot out to all the 
maniacs who joined me in The 
Big House on Monday night. 
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Without Smith 
Cowboys losing 
games, morale 
Newest Buckeye 
gets Style points 
The Associated Press 
The Associated Press 
Jerry Jones entered the Em- 
mitt Smith contract negotiations 
with the premise that quarter- 
backs are more important than 
running backs and have longer 
careers. Therefore, they deserve 
more money. 
He forgot a second premise - 
b that stars like Smith and Troy 
Aikman are important to winning 
Super Bowls, but team chemistry 
is even more important. 
It's something that's quite evi- 
dent in the early season. 
The Cowboys are 0-2 because 
they miss Smith's ability. But 
they're 0-2 as much because 
Smith's contract hassle with 
Jones has contributed to a di- 
vided locker room and fractured 
the team's chemistry. 
Other teams have survived key 
losses in personnel, at least so 
far. 
The Philadelphia Eagles, after 
all, are 2-0 and lead the league in 
defense despite the defection of 
Reggie White and 10 other 
players and Buffalo is 2-0 despite 
losing four key players to free 
agency. 
"Emmitt Smith's absence had 
nothing to do with this loss," 
Jimmy Johnson put it after the 
entire team played badlv in the 
35-16 loss in Washington on the 
opening Monday night. 
It did, but in the abstract - in 
team chemistry and in the always 
touchy area of race. 
The fissure between Jones and 
Smith is not racial. It probably 
has more to do with Jones' dislike 
for Smith's agent, Richard 
Howell, who is white. 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Lorenzo Styles says to forget the comparisons 
to Marcus Marek, Pepper Johnson, Chris Spielman or Steve Tovar. 
Instead, he asks to merely be considered on his own merit as Ohio 
State's latest anchor at linebacker. 
"There's been a lot of good middle linebackers here at Ohio State, 
but I just want to be my own person. Show my skills as Lorenzo 
Styles, not as a Pepper Johnson or Steve Tovar type. I just want to be 
myself," Styles said earlier this week. 
So far, being Lorenzo Styles is enough. He leads llth-ranked Ohio 
State with 23 total tackles as the Buckeyes' defense has permitted 
two touchdowns in two games, including one in Saturday's 21-12 vic- 
tory over Washington. 
This week. Styles will again be in his high-profile position when the 
Buckeyes travel to Pittsburgh. 
Styles, a 6-foot-2,242-pound sophomore, knows a thing or two about 
Pittsburgh. He played high school playoff games in Three Rivers 
Stadium during his last year at Farrell (Pa.) High School. His home- 
town was 40 miles away from the Steel City. 
Styles, who lived in Columbus from the sixth through 10th grades, 
said he's going to need a lot of tickets to accommodate all the family 
and friends coming out to see him play. 
"I've got almost 20," he said of the tickets he has set aside. Asked 
how many more he needs, he laughed, "No limit." 
Pitt recruited him, but he decided to return to Columbus. 
"I never cared too much about the university," he said about the 
University of Pittsburgh. "The surroundings are too much in the city, 
too much to do, too much to get in trouble with. So I decided to come 
down here. I like the atmosphere better. 
Bengals give 
Copeland 
passing grade 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - First-round 
draft pick John Copeland gets 
more than passing grades 
from Cincinnati Bengals de- 
fensive line coach Bob Karme- 
lowicz. He gets raves. 
"You'd like to have four 
John Copelands on your line," 
said Karmelowicz. "I think 
this town is going to have a 
real love affair with him." 
Copeland, a 6-foot-3, 
286-pound defensive end from 
Alabama, became an imme- 
diate starter this fall. He 
Dunk's his adjustment to the 
NFL is on schedule. 
"I think it's going pretty 
well," Copeland said. "You can 
tell a big difference from col- 
lege, where there's maybe one 
guy on the other team that you 
have to worry about. Here, 
everybody's good." 
Copeland missed three 
weeks of training camp before 
signing a five-year deal for 
$5.8 million. General manager 
Mike Brown, in his usual, un- 
derstated way, seems pleased 
with Copeland. 
"We think he will prove out 
to be a good choice," Brown 
said. "He's doing well, he's 
playing hard and we're 
pleased with what he's shown 
on both the run and the pass 
rush." 
Copeland is credited with 
nine tackles, two quarterback 
"hurries," a forced fumble 
and no sacks in two games. 
But he's been a big factor in 
revitalizing a defense that was 
26th in the league last year, 
28th the previous year and 
25th the year before that. 
Browns on cloud nine after win 
The Associated Press 
BEREA, Ohio - The Cleveland 
Browns' convincing Monday 
Night Football victory over the 
San Francisco 49ers has done 
more than please fans - it has 
removed some lingering doubts 
from the minds of some players. 
"Every year we've come into a 
season saying we could compete, 
but there was always that ques- 
tion mark," said running back 
Leroy Hoard. "Now we really be- 
lieve it. 
"We all felt it again this year, 
but until you go out on the field 
and really do it, you still have a 
little bit of a doubt. I think it was 
a sense of relief for us that we're 
as good as we thought," Hoard 
said. 
Cleveland beat San Francisco 
23-13 on Monday, snapping the 
49ers' nine-game regular season 
winning streak. Cleveland im- 
proved to 2-0, their best start 
under head coach Bill Belichick. 
Defensive tackle James Jones, 
who scored on a one-yard touch- 
down run, said the Browns are 
riding high. 
"The fact that the 49ers were 
one game away from the Super 
Bowl last year is a big confidence 
builder for us," Jones said. 
"They've been one of the top 
teams over the past 10 years. 
They have a great Monday night 
record and they just win." 
"There's no question it was one 
of the most satisfying, outstand- 
ing wins for us (under Beli- 
chick)," said quarterback Bernie 
Kosar. "To play such a great 
team game against such a class 
organization is really something. 
"It feels great to be 2-0 after 
two good games and to feel like 
we can get even better. We've 
really matured and improved." 
Belichick, owner Art Modell 
and others have made the usual 
preseason predictions - the 
Browns are a real contender this 
year, this team has a chance to go 
all the way, etc. - but so far, the 
Browns have been able to back 
their words with deeds. 
Seniors 
Shot 
In West Ha 
t 
<■•?: 
%&^L 
Kosar says Monday night triumph was 
one of the most outstanding, satisfying 
The Associated Press 
By our professional portrait photographer, that is. 
Senior portraits are being taken through 
next week by The KEY yearbook, 28 West 
Hall. All seniors have a pre-assigned por- 
trait day; please make every effort to keep 
your appointment between 10-noon and 
1 -6 p.m. on your day. If you can't, walk- 
ins are accepted during regular portrait 
hours. 
Please don't wait to the last minute, or you may wait in line. 
Call 372-8086 for more details. 
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland 
Browns went into their game 
with the San Francisco 49ers say- 
ing they could beat the perennial 
NFC powerhouse. 
At the end of Monday night's 
contest, the Browns proved their 
statements to be true with a 23-13 
victory. 
"There's no question it was one 
of the most satisfying, outstand- 
ing wins for us (under coach Bill 
Belichick)," said quarterback 
Bemie Kosar. "To play such a 
great team game against such a 
class organization is really some- 
thing. 
"It feels great to be 2-0 after 
two good games and to feel like 
we can get even better. We've 
really matured and improved as 
a team." 
The Browns (2-0) snapped the 
49ers' nine-game regular season 
winning streak. The 49ers (1-1) 
were 10-1 on Monday Night Foot- 
ball under George Seifert head- 
ing into the game and 34-8 on the 
road over the past four seasons. 
"I think this really boosts our 
team a lot," said defensive tackle 
James Jones, who scored on a 
one-yard touchdown run. "The 
fact that the 49ers were one 
game away from the Super Bowl 
last year is a big confidence buil- 
der for us. They've been one of 
the top teams over the past 10 
years. They have a great Monday 
night record and they just win." 
Most members of the organiza- 
tion - from owner Art Modell to 
Belichick to Kosar - have predic- 
ted big things from the Browns 
this season, but so far the team 
has backed those words. 
"Every year we've come into a 
season saying we could compete, 
but there was always that ques- 
tion mark," said running back 
Leroy Hoard. "Now we really be- 
lieve It. 
"We all felt it again this year, 
but until you go out on the field 
and really do it, you still have a 
little bit of a doubt. I think it was 
a sense of relief for us that we're 
as good as we thought." 
"We knew they had some po- 
tent weapons and that we were 
going to have to make things 
happen," said defensive end Rob 
Burnett, who blocked a 49er field! 
goal attempt. "We wer« like a 
willow tree out there. We bent a- 
little, gave up a little but stuck 
together as a unit and didn't start 
bickering amongst ourselves. On 
a Monday night against a team of 
this caliber - it's just an unbelie- 
vable win for us right now." 
Belichick looked happier than 
ever after a victory, but tem- 
pered the team's enthusiasm. 
"We're certainly happy with 
the victory, but there are 14 
games left and that's a long way 
to go," Belichick said. "I think 
the team recognizes that two 
games doesn't make a season. 
But it's a good start and if we 
stay focused we can continue to 
build on it." 
The Canoe Shop W^E ^J) 
PTJI  wm   wrm     §S88SLS £y^ 
Black Swamp Outfitters 
140 South River Road • waterville, Ohio 43566 
878-3700 
15 minutes North of BGSU 
Rt. 64 to Waterville 
ON SALE!! SAVE $10.00 
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR: 
BACK PACKING     CAMPING 
CANOEING KAYAKING 
KIKING X-C SKIING 
Store Hours:     Monday - Thursday       10-7 
Friday - Sunday 10-6 
. 
10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D. 
Thursday, September 16, 1993 The BC News page nine 
Giants' slide continues 
The Associated Press 
Cubs 3, Giants 1 
SAN FRANCISCO - Mike 
Morgan gave up three hits in 
eight-plus innings and Sammy 
Sosa became the first Cubs 
player to ever reach the 30-30 
club as Chicago handed the San 
Francisco Giants their eighth 
consecutive defeat with a 3-1 
decision Wednesday. 
The Giants fell three games 
behind the Atlanta Braves. 
Morgan (9-13) struck out two 
and walked two. 
Randy Myers pitched the 
ninth for his 46th save. 
Rick Wilkins hit his 28th 
home run in the second inning. 
In the fifth, Eric Yelding sin- 
gled, went to second on Mor- 
gan's sacrifice and scored on 
Dwight Smith's single. 
In the sixth, Sosa reached on 
third baseman Matt Williams' 
error and stole second for his 
30th steal. He then took third 
on a wild pitch and scored on 
Yelding's squeeze bunt. 
Salomon Torres (2-2) allowed 
three runs, two earned, in six 
innings. He struck out five and 
walked three. 
Brewers IS, Yankees S 
MILWAUKEE - Teddy Hi- 
guera won his first game in 
over two years when he held 
New York to four hits in five 
shutout innings Wednesday as 
the Milwaukee Brewers 
defeated the Yankees 15-5. 
The Brewers matched a club 
record with 15 walks. 
The loss dropped New York 
two games behind the Toronto 
Blue Jays in the AL East. 
Higuera underwent rotator 
cuff surgery in August, 1991. 
He (1-3) walked three and 
struck out seven. 
The victory was Higuera's 
first since June 23, 1991 when 
he beat the Seattle Mariners. 
Milwaukee chased Jim Ab- 
bott (10-12) with a four-run 
second inning, three coming on 
Robin Yount's bases-loaded 
double. Abbott lasted only 1 2-3 
innings, the second shortest 
outing of his career. He gave 
up five hits and five walks. 
Jose Valentin hit his first 
major league homer, a three- 
run shot in the fifth off Rich 
Monteleone. 
Scoreboard 
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AP photo 
No Smoking 
PITTSBURGH - The Civic 
Arena is banning smoking effec- 
tive next Wednesday, the day of 
the first Pittsburgh Penguins 
home game, arena management 
said. 
Smoking previously was ban- 
ned in the seating area. It will 
now be banned in all areas except 
the Igloo Club restaurant and 
lounge, arena manager Timothy 
Murphy said Wednesday. 
The smoking ban is in response 
to letters and telephone calls 
from people who complain of 
secondhand smoke, Murphy said. 
To accommodate smokers, the 
Civic Arena will allow people to 
leave and re-enter during events. 
The revolving door policy will 
be in effect only at Gate 3, on the 
west side of the building. 
The 16,000-seat arena hosts 
professional hockey and college 
basketball games, concerts and 
other events. 
About 20 professional sports 
facilities have banned smoking 
nationwide, including the Joe 
Louis Arena in Detroit, America 
West Arena in Phoenix and Tar- 
get Center in Minneapolis. 
Wednesday ■ Games 
New York 15. Milwaukee 5 
Toronto at Detroit. 7 05 p.m. 
Baltimore al Boston, 7:35 p.m. 
Oakland at Minnesota. 6:05 p.m. 
Cleveland at Texas. 6:35 p.m. 
Chicago al Kansas City. 6:35 p.m. 
Seattle at California. 10:05 p.m. 
Thursdays Games 
Boston (Viola 10-8) at New York (Kamlenleckt 
9-5). 790 p.m. 
Oakland (Welch 9-9) al Minnesota (Brummet 1- 
1). 8:05 pm 
Kansas City (Haney 9-8) al Seattle (Johnson 
16-8). 10:05 p.m. 
Only games scheduled 
Buffalo 
Indianapolis 
Miami 
NY Jets 
New England 
Cleveland 
Houston 
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Pittsburgh 
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I National Conference 
National League 
Philadelphia 
Montreal 
St Louis 
Chicago 
Pittsburgh 
Florida 
New York 
Atlanta 
San Francisco 
Houston 
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San Diego 
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88 57 .607 
63 81 576 
79 65 S49 
74 72 .507 
66 78 .458 
60 84 417 
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69 76 .478 
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Thursday's results 
Temple 31. Eastern Mchlgsn 28 
Saturday's results 
Bowling Green 21. Cincinnati 7 
Akron 42. Kent 7 
Ball Stale 45, Ninas Sale 30 
Miami. On. 29, SW Louisiana 26 
Purdue 28. Western Mchigan 13 
Saturday, Sept. 11 
Akron at Western Mchigan 
Bali Stale at Onto 
Central Michigan at. Nev -Las Vegas 
Kent at Hawaii 
Miami. Oh at Onannao 
Western Illinois at Eastern Mchigan 
Bowing Grfn *J» 
Central 
W   L    T   Pel. 
1 000 
500 
.500 
000 
000 
2 0 
1 1 
1 1 
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0 2   0 
Big Ten Standings 
1.000 
.500 
.500 
000 
Penn Stale 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Wisconsin 
Ohio State 
This Week Mchigan State  0 
Wedneeday'a Games 
Chicago 3, San Francisco 1 
Pittsburgh at Florida, 7:35 p.m. 
Cincinnati at Atlanta. 7:40 p m 
Philadelphia al New York. 7:40 p.m. 
Montreal at St. Louis. 8:05 p.m. 
Houston at Colorado, 9:05 p.m. 
Los Angeles at San Diego. 10:05 p.m. 
Thursday's Gsmes 
Houston (Portugal 15-4) at Colorado 
(Boltenllekl 5-10), 5:05 p.m. 
Pittsburgh (Hope 0-1) at Florida (Weathers 2- 
0), 735 p.m. 
Cincinnati (Lueboers 2-4) at Atlanta (Smoltz 
14-10). 7:40 p.m. 
Montreal [Fassero 10-4) at St. Louis (Urbani 
1-2), 8:05 p.m. 
Only Games Scheduled 
Sunday 
Minnesota 10, Chicago 7 
Detral 19. New England 16, OT 
Indianapolis 9. Cincinnati 6 
Houston 30, Kansas City 0 
New Orleans 34, Atlanta 31 
Philadelphia 20. Green Bay 17 
Phoenix 17. Washington 10 
N.y. Giants 23, Tampa Bay 7 
LA. Rams 27, Pittsburgh 0 
Buffalo 13. Dallas 10 
NY Jets24,Miami 14 
Denver 34. San Diego 17 
LA Raiders 17. Seattle 13 
Monday 
Cleveland 23, San Francisco 13 
MSNQBYI 
Purdue 
Mnnesota 
Illinois 
Northwestern 
Pet 
1.000 
.000 
.000 
000 
000 
.000 
000 
000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
Next Week 
Sunday 
Cincinnati @ Pittsburgh. 1 
Detroit @ New Orleans, 1 
L A Rams O N Y. Giants. 1 
Seattle @ New England, 1 
Washington @ Philadelphia, 1 
Cleveland @ L A Raiders, 4 
Atlanta 0 San Francisco, 4 
Houston @ San Diego. 4 
Dallas @ Phoenix. 8 
Monday 
Denver @ Kansas City, 9 
Saturday's results 
Indiana 28, Northerns Illinois 10 
Iowa 31. Iowa St. 28 
Michigan State 31. Kansas 14 
Minnesota 27, Indiana SI. 10 
Missouri 31. IllnolS 3 
Notre Dame 27, Michigan 23 
Ohio Stan 21. Washington 12 
Penn State 21. Southern Cai 20 
Purdue 26. Western Mchigan 13 
Wisconsin 24, Southern Methodist 16 
Sslurdsy, Sepl 1! 
Arizona al Illinois 
Boston College al Northwestern 
lows State at Wisconsin 
Kansas Stats at Minnesota 
Kentucky at Indiana 
Michigan Stats al Notrs Dame 
Ohio State al Pittsburgh 
Penn Stale al Iowa 
CURTAIN CALL: Atlanta Braves Ron Gant acknowledges a standing 
ovation by waving his helmet from the dugout after his grand slam 
home run against the Cincinnati Reds Tuesday. The homer was Gam's 
34th and helped the Braves to a 10-3 victory. 
God cares about you. 
We care about you. 
Come experience God's love with us. 
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL 
1124E.Wooster 
All Students Welcome! 
Sunday Worship 
Celebrations 10:30 AM 
Turn to The B6 News 
Scoreboard 
every Thursday for the latest scores 
Seniors 
Have 15 minutes and a bursar account? 
Mexican Restaurant 
/X ■■« !■«-■■• l«     Mexican   Food 
Daily lunch specials 11:00 - 2:30 M-F 
Only $2.99 
Carryout and Delivery 
28 combinations, 4 veg. combinations, 
12 specialties 
10% off regular entree prices w/B.G.S.U. 
student/faculty I.D. - (dine in only, not 
good w/coupons, specials) 
Su.-Th. 11am- 10pm 
Fr.-Sa. 12pm • 10:30pm 
836 S. Main Street 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 352-3874 1 
Buy 1 meal, get 2nd for 1/2 price. 
Sunday through Thursday only. 
Does not apply to (ajitas 
Combinations or Espedalalidades only. 
Good until 12/31/93 
Coupon applies for in restaurant only. 
Both will get you in the 
1994 KEY yearbook. 
When you schedule a 15 minute senior 
portrait setting, a S6 basic sitting fee is 
charged to your bursar account That's 
all. And there is no obligation to buy a 
portrait package, although you probably 
will. 
Pre-appointed sittings underway, 
but walk-ins are accepted. 
Hours: 10 a.m.-6p.m.; closed noon-1 (or lunch. 
Six bucks won't get you 
much today: a small pizza 
with a few items or a cheap 
T-shirt. Both don't last long. 
But $6 will get you 
immortalized forever in The 
Book, your book. 
-»»«. 
.Ills.  ,  ^.   He- 
Classifieds 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
•••H0ME-AO3"* 
Thu Saturday. 9/18. 12 5 pm 
Greenwood Centre. Bowling Green 
(Acroa* from BGSU Football field) 
10 banalll trie homeleea ol Wood County. 
Be ffwa - show you caret 
ATTENTION    SPOUT    MANAGEMENT 
MAJORS 
SPORT MANAGEMENT ALUANCE 
INFORMATIONAL MEETINO 
TONIGHT 7:30PM 117 BA 
-FREE PIZZA- 
COME SEE WHAT WERE ALL ABOUT! 
INFORMAL DRESS 
ATTENTION! ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED 
TO TAKE ELE. ED. METHODS COURSES 
(EDCI 350, 351. 352. 363. 355, 356) MUST 
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER 
BEFORE ENROLLMENT! Deadline to apply 
lor Soring 94 Els Ed Methods: Tuesday, Sep- 
tember 21. 5 00 pm. Application lorms avaiia 
pie in 529 Education. 
CLOSEST TO PIN GOLF CONTEST 
Sat    SV25   10am-2pm   PRACTICE   GREEN 
BEHIND BASEBALL FIELD  PRIZE AVAILA 
BLE Call Dale 'or Details 352 0670 
COME HEAR GARY BLACKNEYI 
Thursday. Sept. 16 at 9PM in Ohio Suite 
Sponsored by BG Universuy YMCA 
Do you want to be a DJTCome to the 
WBGU-FM training meetings They start 
Thursday Sept ism and last 4 weeks. They 
are held im Rm 105 S. Hal at 9 p m. See You 
Therel  
GRE STUDY GUIDE SALE 
TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY 
10 A.M. -2PM. 
PSYCHOLOGY BUILDING 
I PC CLUB 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING TONIGHT! 730 
pm 1009 BA. Everyone is welcomel Don! miss 
out on your future. 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
College Park 
Saturday 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
Campus Pollyeyes 
FM 104.7 Wl OT 
SOLO. 
Student Organizations 
Leadership Development 
•Membership Applications" 
Available NOW! 
405 Student Services 
Due Wed . Sept. 22 by 5 p.m 
TREASURERSDom lorget the Treasurers 
Workshop on Tuesday, September 21 from 
7:30-8:30 pm in Room 1007 Business Adminis- 
tration Annan. This workshop is lor both AC- 
GFA funded groups as well as those not fund- 
ed by the University Important information re- 
garding budgets, raffle*. 50/50 drawings, etc. 
will be covered Make your reservation today 
by calling 372-2843 
Trying lo Achieve a healthier, trim body? 
The Wei has "A NEW WEIGH" 
Sessions begin Sept. 28th. 
Call 372-8302 or 372-8303. 
WHAT IS A FEMINIST? 
Find out- Women For Women 
9:00 Mondays 126 Shane i 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: CAT, declawed. black w/ long hair. 
Lost in vidniiy of Church St. May answer to 
Sidney. Any mtormatjon? Cat Chnstine at 
354-1420.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Editor For Hire 
Experience with most subjects and editorial 
styles. Call Elizabeth at 354-8108. 
I will do house cleaning  Student needs extra 
income. Call Mamie 353-7025  
PREGNANT? 
We can help. FREE 8 CONFDENTIAL preg- 
nancy tests, support A information  BG Preg 
nancy Center Call 354 HOPE  
RESUME REVIEW 
Obtaining a position in today's 
compeDDve market begins with a resume 
that features your credentials at first 
glance WE CAN HELPI Our 
experienced p.otessonal staff will 
analyze your resume and recommend 
changes armed at giving YOU the 
advantage. Smply send resume, self- 
addressed stamped envelope, and $19.95 
(check or money order) to: 
Advantage Resumes 
Bon 14805* 
Toledo, OH 43814 
(Money back If not satisfied!) 
Response guaranteed within 1 week! 
Royal Cleaning Services tor your home. 
Thorough, reliable, experienced and insured. 
FREEestimatos 353 2008  
Word Processing-Resumes, Term Papers. 
Thesis. Dissertations on laser pnnter. 
Call 352 6705 (9 to9). 
PERSONALS 
""Home-aid 3"" 
Hungry this weekend? How does a chili cookoff 
sound? Also, food from Subway, PizzaChel. 8 
E lsystreet Cafe all m one place! This Saturday 
12 5pm. 
—Home-aid 3™ 
To benefit the homeless of Wood County. 
Come enjoy your favorite foods, bands, & 
beers! Also, horse carnage rides, games 8 
much more! Bnng your I.D. For The Beer Gar- 
denl Be there-Show you care  
ACOUSTIC SATURDAY 
TOM GORMAN 
 POLLYEYES  
AGDAGD 
The Alpha Gamathank our Phi P*l coaches. 
You guys were greatl 
AGO AGO 
Alpha Gam ■ Sig Ep 
The sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta would like 
to thank the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon lor 
the super kissing carnations' 
Sig Ep'Alpha Gam 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Congratulations toJenny Vogal on her recent 
pearling to Dave Smith. 
Alpha Gamma Delia 
AOTTAOTTAOTTAOTT 
Th« sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi cordially invite 
you to an open rush party at the AOTT house 
Thursday, September 16 at 9pm. 
AOTT AOTT AOTT 
AOTT DTD AOTT DTD AOTT 
Masters Tournament 
Sunday, September 19 
AOTT DTD AOTT DTD AOTT 
ATTN: FRESHMEN JUNIORS 
CUT YOUR EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL All). 
MINIMUM   FOR DETAILS CALL COLLEGE 
AO LOCATORS. 800-834-2549 EXT 10 
BEAT TOLEDO! 
Home Falcon Volleyball 
Friday 700 pjn.l 
Anderson Arena 
BGSU WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Seefy, Erin, Fever, Sanders, Mrcus. Cindy Loo, 
Jules. Kathy. Jenny, Adnarmai You guys are 
doing an awesome job - Keep up the hard 
work! Love. Kassra 
BRATHAUS - Fridays 8 Saturdays 
Great Happy Hour 4-9 pm 
Check it out. 
BRATHAUS-Monday* 
Monday Night Football 
Pounder Night 
Get your Free ticket tor a chance 
towinBr*inau»T-»hrrt 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 6pm 
Fn-Sat4pm 
       Sun 7pm        
BRATHAUS - Thursday* 
Student's Night 
Oralt 8 Pitcher Night 
also Legal Joint $1.00 
Kamikazi. Oualude, Melon Ball $ 75 
BotrJed Beers are on special 
All fight Long 
NoCover Bar open at 6pm 
Career-related experience. 
PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Start NOW. 
Fr, So, Jrs, NEW to co-op, come to 
COOP KICK-OFF 
Friday, Sept. 17th 
3:30pm., 1007BA Building 
BE THERE! Delails 372-2451 
Dslta Gamma Pledgee 
Welcome to the bonds of Delta Gamma 
We are excited to get to know you and are very 
happy you chose to wear our anchor. Welcome 
Aboard Jennller Schwartz, Amanda Henny. 
Jennifer Freer. Jan Limb, Rachel Leo, Kel- 
ley Polk, and Michelle Neely. 
Delia Zets' Delta Zeta 
Congralulatons  loJulle Gumban  and  Beth 
Myers on being selected as two of the Top 20 
Homecoming Queen Candidates. We're proud 
of you both and good luckl  
DG" DELTA GAMMA • DG 
Congralulatons lo the five Delta Gammas who 
made the top 20 for Homecoming Queen. 
Danielle Ferguson 
Tills Farrier 
Carrie Robinson 
Wendy Thompson 
Lucia Vlllart 
Best of luck on your interviews. Your sisters 
are behind you.  
DO-Laval taring'DO 
The sisters of Delta Gamma would like to ex- 
press to these three couples how exoted and 
happy we are tor you with your recent lavaleer- 
ng Best wishes to all of you1 
Stacy Procoplo to Kent Stale ATO Alum Paul 
Leuech Trlcla Profit to SAE Scot Palaky 
andMellssa Nettle* to Kappa Sig Matt Hoe- 
taaa. Congratulations, you deserve all the 
happiness mtnn world UTB.The DeeGee* 
Fresh talent needed1! Have a band? Sing? Are 
you a comedian? Do you act? Interested in 
sharing your poetry? If so Campus Expres- 
sions is for YOU" II mlereslad call 372-2130 or 
372-1148 and ask for Patnck 
HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL 
MAC Opener vs Toledo 
Tomorrow 7:00 pm. I 
Anderson Arena 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
THE UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSO 
CIATION HAS A FEW SPOTS OPEN FOR 
THE MUD VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
THIS SATURDAY. STOP IN AT MILETI 
ALUMNI CENTER OR CALL 372-6849 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
PHI PSI ALPHA XI DELTA PHI PSI 
Chris, Chad Aaron 
Thanks to our awesome 
Bathtub (lace Coachesi 
Wehadaolastl 
Chnslsn. Mandy. Gail, Mndy 
PHI PSI ALPHA XI DELTA PHI PSI 
Interested in Catholic Church? 
Join RCIA, now forming at Si. Thomas More. 
Call Fr. Herb to regisur 352 7555 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W Flag Foot- 
ball - Sept. 28: M Flag Football - Sept. 29. 
Fraternity Ice Hockey - Oct. 4 ALL ENTRIES 
DUE BY 4:00 P M. IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BY 
4:00 P.M. ON DUE DATE  
IT'SFREEI 
Karaoke 
Cam pus E xpressions 
The Bovrl-n-Greenery 
This Thursday l 
9:00 P.M. - Midnight 
Mak* a tape of you singing your favonte song 
for only 81 00' Campus Expressions brings 
you karaoke on Thursday Coma and torn us 
inthe Bowl-n-Greenery from 9 00 until mid- 
night' Admission is FREE. 
MTMuggs 
Live Acoustic Friday 7-10 
Onnk Specials - 20 cent wings 
MTMuggs 
POSTER SALE Biggest and best selection. 
Choose from over 1000 different images 
ROCK. OLD MASTERS (MoneL Dall, Van 
Gogh, Picasso, Eschar, Matisse. Wyeth and 
hundreds more), MOVIE POSTERS. 
SPORTS. SCENIC LANDSCAPES. MUSIC. 
DANCE. SKIING. PERSONALITIES (Einstein. 
James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and others). 
TRAVEL, HUMOR, ROMANCE. PHOTOG 
RAPHY (Talbot. Ansel Adams, and others) 
MOST IMAGES ONLY (5, $6, and S7 each' 
See us at THE GRAND BALLROOM - UNI- 
VERSITY UNION on MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 
13TH THROUGH FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 
17TH. The hour* are 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. This 
sax* is sponsored by U A O.  
Precious Moments 10% Orl 
everyday at 
Pills H Packages 
111 Railroad St. BG 352-1693 
Snapshots 
Double Burger, Chicken Hoagie or BLT, Fries 
and 24 oz. pop. $2 99 
Double Burger, Chicken Hoagie or BLT, Fries, 
Bowl or Soup and 24 oz pop. $3.99 
In    Commons,    Harshman.   Kreischer   and 
McDonald Dming Halls  
The Greek Mart is having a sale on paddles 
this week...buy any paddle, picture frame, etc. 
and receive 10% oft all letters/symbols 
Good M 9/22 The Greek Mart is open every 
dayl Located by Spot's. 353-0901.  
TOM GORMAN 
POLLYEYES 
IAT.MTE 
TOMORROW TOMORROW TOMORROW 
See how you can gel to Washington. DC. Earn 
credit and gain professional experience. Take 
advantage of the Wasington Canter Intern- 
ships Into session Friday. Sept 17 1 30 Oho 
Suite-Union (3rd door). Questions? Call the 
Co-op Program at 2-2451. 
U. DA. 
The University Dance Alliance is a group for 
ANYONE who has an interest in dance You 
DONT have to be a dancer to join I 
"Our 1*1 meeting is on Sept. 16 - Room 206 
Eppter North - at 9:00 pm. If you have any 
questions??? Call Janet, 2-4370 Come and 
see what a fun 8 exotic group we are* 
Welcome Back Ladies'I For all your 
Mary Kay needs call Pam at 352 4915 
Specials for all students. 
YOUNG UFE 
Young Liters a non denominational Christian 
outreach to high school kids in many area high 
schools. We are looking tor new leaders to 
reach out to these kids We will be having 
leadership training from 8 pm to 9 pm on Tues- 
days starting 9/21. If you are interested, call 
Todd at 352-0226 or Steve, Chad or Mke at 
352-9412 for more information. 
YOUNG UFE 
MALE  ROOMMATE   NEEDED  ASAP. Vary 
near to campus. Alt but electric paid. $210/mo. 
3532111 
Roomate needed immediately. Female. East of 
BG (Pembervtlle)  Cal 287-4441. (Rhonda) 
After 6 p.m.  
Roommate needed immediately. Male or Fe- 
male East ol BG (Pemberville) Call 287*441. 
[Rhonda) AFTER 6PM.  
HELP WANTED 
•1 EARN $2500 8 FREE TRIPS! 
SELL ONLY 8 SPRING BREAK TRIPS AND 
YOU GO FREEI GREAT RESUME EXPERI- 
ENCE! BAHAMAS. PANAMA CITY. CANCUN. 
JAMAICAI BEST TRIPS 8 PRICES. 
I 800-6786386  
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Student* Needed' 
Earn up to $2.500*/rnontn in canneries or fish- 
ing vessels. Many employers provide Room A 
Board 8 Transportation Over 8.000 openings. 
No experience neceesaryl Mala or Female 
For more information call: (206) 545-4155 em. 
AS544 
Contemporary Learning 8 Specialized Ser- 
vices- A group home tor special needs children 
has a full time opening tor 11 -8 position arid a 
part-Dme opening for days, for direct care ser- 
vices. A physical fitness background a plus 
Send letter of interest and resume to 
CLASS. Inc. 943 Conneaut Ave . Bowling 
Green, OH 43402. 
EXTERIOR PAINTERS 
Experienced Student Painters needed to paint 
Bowling Green area homes. Full or pt.rjme 
AMERICA'S COLLEGE PAINTERS, t (800) 
626-6267."Painting America's home* coast 
toco***"  
FUNDRAISER: All II take* I* a group with a 
little energy and a lot of excitement to earn 
top dollars In |ust on* week! Call (800) 
582-2121 Ext. 312. 
GREEKS! CLUBS! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Rslss ss Much aa You 
Want In One Week! 
S100...S60O...S15O0! 
Market Applications tor Citibank 
VISA, MCI, SEARS, AMOCO etc 
Call for yourFREE T-SHIRT and to 
qualify lor FREE TRIP lo MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94. 
Call 1 -800-932-0528, sit. 85 
Maintenance 
Property Management company seeking expe- 
rienced maintenance person Must have own 
tools, transportation. HVAC experience helpful. 
Send resume to: 
Buckeye Management Company 
7ftONorthlawnDr. 
Columbus OH 43214 
Am: Pat Rawrlins 'E.O.E. 
Part 8 full time help needed 
for lawn mowing company. 
Call Knickerbocker Lawns '* 352-5335. 
TRAVEL FREEI SELL QUALITY VACATIONS 
FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK 
COMPANY! CANCUN, JAMAICA, S. PADRE 
ISLAND, FLORIDA. BEST COMMIS- 
SIONS/SERVICE. CALL SUN SPLASH 
TOURS 1-800-428-7710. 
FOR SALE 
WANTED 
'84 Mazda RX-7 GSL. Sunroof, AC, leather 
interior, great stereo, good condition $2500 
Call 352-3053.  
1983 Chevy Cavalier. AM FM cassette, cruise 
control, runs good, $1000QBO. 362-2228. 
Beige couch, glass dining room table. 
rechner and desk. 
Call 669-3605 
BIKE FOR SALE Trek 950 Single Track Great 
Shape Call 354-6983 
Chekitz and Ethel's Yard Safe 
When: Sat. Sept. 18.10-5 pm 
Where 750 Ninth Street 
Furniture, clothing, housewar**, misc. 
FOR SALE Cerwin Vega AT-15 Loudspeakers 
t 5 year* old Asking $500. paid $800. Call Joe 
at 353-0229 
Have 2 certificates, each worth $300.00. Grad- 
ual* credit instructional fee. Will sell tor $100 
each 352 6641  
IBM XT 286 computer. EGA color monitor. 40 
mg hard drive, low density 31/2". high density 
5 1/4". Workperfect. Lotus plus lots ol extras 
Asking $450. Can Todd. 352-0228.  
Motorcyd* 1985 Honda Nignttiawk650. Excel 
lent condition, only 5000 mile*. Shaft Drive. 6 
speed, full-face helmet included. $1850 or beat 
offer (419) 872 0901 Perrysburg OH  
Raleigh 12 speed red Pursuit, blue Raleigh 10 
speed SporOife. both in excellent condition. 
Asking $110 8 $90 call Todd at 352 0226 
Red 10 speed 
$25 or best offer. 
Debbie. 354-7315 
Sharp, yellow 8 while 1981 Honda Passport 
4,900 miles 
Phon* 352-3831 
Sturdy Loft - make offer. 
Leather Jacket - $125 00 
12 speed bike   $75 00 
Pioneer CD Player - $125 00 
353-1122. ask for Bob. 
Super NES Games: 
Super Mario Work): John Madden Football $25 
OBO 
KENWOOD Integrated Amplifier 
135 Walls $250 O BO Call Eric @ 354-7604 
FOR RENT 
2 Bdrm Quiet location. (Available Imme- 
dlstely) 352-2391 or leave message  
3 bdrm. close lo campus. 
Available immediately. 
3534520. 
3 bedrooms, downtown. Close to campus. Can 
354  1612,352 7628.354-7701.   
Do you want privacy??? 
SuWeaser needed immediately 
tor t bedroom efficiency 
$50 off first month's rant 
$215/month - Utilities included! 
Cal Mark between 5-11 pm at 372-6967 
Female Grad Student Wanted 
to share 3 bdrm. house Quiet area $i7S/mo. 
8 ml. (FREE cable). Jodi 352-3252 
For Rent 
Duple x. adjacent to campus. 
352-0000. 
New y carpetiw 2 Dodroom house 1 bloc* km 
campus. 354 1790  
Nice efficiency apt. close to campus. Quiet, 
dean. Grad Students only. Call 352-0717 as 
soon as possible lo sublease. $270/mo. 
NOW AVAIL ABlE'i 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments 
2 bdrm.. 1 bath, large storago closet. 
pool, laundry facilities. 
Contact Angie. 352-6654 
Now renting 2 8 3 bedroom apartments. Rent 
starts at $399-$455 Central A/C, carpeted, 
appliances included Applicants must be in- 
come qualified. Will accept section 8 earth- 
cates. Handicap accessible units. For more in- 
formation, please call Barb. Bowling Green Es- 
tates. 352 5987 
One Bedroom Apts. 
243 S. Prospect 
522 1/2 N. Main 
331 N. Main 
Contact Newtove Rentals 
328 S. Main (our only office) 
352-5620 
Two Bedroom Apts. 
709 5th Street 
722 4lh Street 
824 6th Street 
Contact Newtove Rentals 
328 S Main (our only office) 
352-5620 
sags-gga^ 
Bowl-n-Greenery 
All You Can Eat 
Daily Features 
TUCJ      Wed       Thurs 
JS \<ZA *r .o ^Jry.eP 
Also Available:  Soup, Salad Bar, Baked Potato and Breads 
11:30-1:30    $3.99 5:00-7:00    $4.75 
Quantum 90 Card accepted 5-7 only for on campus students. 
Quantum 90 Card accepted all day for off campus students 
Located in the University Union 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi 
would like to congratulate their 
sisters on making the Dean's list 
for spring of 1993. 
(* denotes a 4.0) 
Christine Casement 
Jennifer Daube * 
Becky Ellis 
Callene Faidlga 
Kim Gerber 
Tracey Gidich 
Kim Hall 
TinaHite 
.:...:*:*>:-:-ssss 
Lisa Salvatore 
Kelly Uddin 
Amy Kec * 
Laura Killinger 
Allison McKinny 
Cindy Molen 
Trida Gray 
Sharon Raupple 
Ludnda Robbins 
Kathy Schmid 
Heather Waddell 
STEPHEN RUPPRECIHT! 
Kappa Delta House Director 
The sisters of Kappa Delta would like to welcome our 
new house director, Stephen Rupprecht, to Bowling 
Green State University! 
We couldn't have picked a better person for the job. We 
hope you enjoy yourself and we're looking forward to 
getting to know you better as a house director, a source 
of information, a counselor, and most of all, a friend. 
Love, 
The Kappa Deltas 
RECYCLE! CINEMARK THEATRES 
They're here... 
Senior pictures are now being taken! 
^       Don't forget to get yours!        * 
Monday thru Friday ehowa Mart at appro. imaleM 
4pm. Saturday and Sunday: Full Schedule MM 
early atom tiled 
< The Fugitive-PG-13 
Herrieon Ford. Tommy Lee Jonee 
1:H,430.7:I0.»JM J[ 
Calender Girl - PG-13 
Jaeon Prieatty 
3:10. 7:11 
Fortren - R 
ChniLambert 
1:10.6:15,045 
Needful Thing* - R 
120.435. 705. SM- 
Hard Target • R 
VenOemme Mov* 
100. 3:18, 620, 735. 035 • 
Undercover Blue* - PG 13 
106. 320. 525, 720,830 
< 
'  NOPASSFS 
NO PASSES SUPFRSAVfRS 
